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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS SERVICE!:

CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

All goods

Nearest tube advertised
Chalk Farm

SAME AFTERNOON

0A2
OB2
OZ4GT

4/6 6CW4
603
4/8 611

1E93

918 6113

1R5

6123
3/8 6F24
2/8 6J70
5/- 6K7G

195

1T4
212-1

2X2
3A5
3Q5GT
384
3V4

SR4GY

51'4(i
5V4(ì

SY3GT
523
5Z4(4
6A8
6AC7

6A07
6AQ5
6AT6
6AU6
6AV6
601.6
6BE6

6BH6
6BJ6
6BQ7A

24/- 10113
9/8
9/8
3/9
9/8
10/8
4/6
1/8
8/8

10114
12AC6

12AD6
12AE6
12ÁH7
12AH8
12AT6
12AU6
6K80
6/9 6K8liTM8/8 12AV6
69 6K25 24/- 12BA6
10/- 12BE6
4/9 81,1
5/- 61,6GT 7/3 120117
8/6 6L7 GTM 5/6 12K5
10/- 19AQ5
4/6 6118
6LD20
5/6 19x1
11/8 20121
419 6128
6Q70
4/- 20F2
6/6
5/8 2011
7/6 6R7G
5/9 681.70T 5/8 20P1
69N7GT 4/- 2013
5/9 6U4GT 8/6 2014
8/8 2015
5/9 6V6(1
3/9 2516
89 6X4
5/9 6X5GT 5/3 25240
6130L'2
9/- 25Z6GT
278U
7130
12/8
4/8
9/6 30015
4/3 7B7

5/8 7C5
5/6 7C6

8/- 30C18

Output 250v. at I amp.
No larger than a shirt hutton

Primrose
9090

7/8 each

in stock

35C5

8/3

118 35L6GT 6/-

4/8
8/6 35W4
9/8 35Z3
16/2
35Z4GT 4/6
35Z5GT 5/9
6/6
10/9 5005
6/6
4/6 5005
5/9 50L6GT 8/8
6/6
5/9 72
6/6
5%8 85A2
4/9 90AG 67/6
8/- 90AV 87/8
1a 9001 18/90CG
42/90CV
42/10/- 150E12 16/8
11/8 185BT 34/11
12/8 866A
12/8
7/8
12/6 5763
7475
2/9
].8/8 AC6PEN4/9
6/6
AZ31
12/8
6/6
4/9 AZ41
4/9
6/6 B36
11/6
ß/- CL33
5/9
28/8 CY31
9/3 DAF96 6/8/9 DD41 10/8
15/7/3 DF66
8/9/3 11190
9/8 DF97 10/12 /- 1111101 25/-

6/9 30F5
5/9 30FL1
12/8 30L15
6007
5/- 3014
68R8
7/6 D1110718/11
9/6 30112
613W6
8/9/9 30119 12/- DK92
6BW7
5/- 10C1
6/6
30PL1
12/9/8 DK96
6(9
10/9 10(2
15/10/- 3011,13 10/6 DL68
6CD60 18/- 1011
6CH6
5/- IOLD11 9/8 301'L14 11/3 11L72 15/Terms of bus neon: -l'ash with order or 0.0.11. only.
Postage /Packing 6d. per i em. Orders over 65 post
free. C.O.D. 3/6 extra. Any parcel insured against
damage in transit for only 6d. extra. All orders
Callers welcome
despatched on day of receipt.
Mon.-Fri. 9. -5.30. Flat. 9 -1 p.m.
7/8 7117
8/8 7R7
SI- 7Y4
7/8 9BW6

are

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
I

DL96
DM70
DM71
DY86
11Y87
E8OF

8/8 ECL80
7/8 ECL82

24/- ECL83
E83F
24/- ECL86
E88CC 10/- EF22
E180F 19/6 E136
EA50
1/8 EF37A
EABC80 5/9 EF40
EAF42 7/9 E141
EB34

EB4I
EB91
EBC33
EBC41
EBC81

1/- EF42

4/9 EF50
2/3 EF80
6/- EF83
7/- EF85
5/9 E186

EBF80 5/9
EBF83 7/8
EBF89 6/EBL21 10/3
EC53
EC70
EC92
ECC31

E(C40
ECC81

EC82
E0083
EC('84

7/8 1'189

5/80A79

3/3/-

1;33

13/8l'1.44

23/30019

PL84

8/8 035

18/81'1,48
29/- 1L84

5/6 0025

P5184

9/3 U45

PY31
1Y32

9/6/9
8/9
8/9

25/23/12/8/23/-

8/- ECH81 5/9 ELL80 18/6 KTW63 5/6 PL81
5/- ECH83 8/8 EM34 11/8 st ILI 7/6 11.82
9/9 ECH84 9/6 EM7I 15/8'.MIi1.11612/8 1L83

12/8

4/9
6/6
7/8

7/-

3/6
4/6
4/6

ECC85
ECC88

5/6
5/9
8/9

ECC9l

3/-

E(C18911/8
ECF80 7/3
ECF82 8/8
EC186 11/6
ECH21 9/ECH35 8/ECH42 8/-

EPOS

EF9I

5/9 EM80
6/8 EM81
8/9 EM84

8/-

8/8
3/3
7/8/9
8/6
3/9
2/6

E1185

EM87

EN31
EY51
EY81
EY83
EY84
EY86
4/- EY88
9/9 EY91
4/8 E740
6/6 EZ41

4/- EZ80
8/- EZ81

6/31M1112/14 4/6
7/- N37
10/8
8/9 N78
28/8/9 N108 28/2
10/7/8 12

10/- PABC80 6/9
2/6
5/8 1.81
7/3 PC86
9/9
9/6
9/8 1C88
9/8 PC95
8/9
6/9
5/6 PC97
PC084
5/6
8/9
3/- PCC85 6/9
5/3 PCC88 10/8
6/3 10089 8/8
3/9 PCCI8910/4/8 PCF80 6/6

EF92
2/8 0Z33
17/6
EF95
4/9 0234
10/EF97
10/- GZ37 14/8
EF98
9/9 HABC80 9/8
E1183
7/3 HIAIDI)
EF184 6/6
12/6
EF804 20/5 HL42DD
12/6
E1190
9/6
EK32
5/9 HN309 25/6/6 HVR2
8/3
EL33
EL34
9/9 HVR2A 8/9
EL36
8/9 KT33C 8/KT36
29/1
EL4I
7/EIA2
7/9 KT41
8/8
EL81
8/3 KT44
5/EL83
8/9
6/9 KT61
EL84
4/6 KT63
3/9
7/8 KT66 12/3
EL85
ELMO
7/3 KT88
28/EI.91
2/8 KTW61 4/9
RL95
5/8 KTW62 5/8

PCF82
8/PCF84 8/8
PCF86 8/8
PCF801 10/PCF802 10/PCF805 8/9
PCF806 12/9
PCL82
8/8
PCL83
9/6
PCL84
7/8
PCL85
8/8
PCL86 8/9

PEN45 7/PEN45DD
12/PEN46 4/PEN38310/3
PFL200 20/5
PL33
9/-

6/9 026

5/8/-

1131

11500 15/9

1137

1X4

1133

PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83
PY88
PY800
PY801

8141
9161

8025
T41

TH41
TH233

17/6

012/14

122
028

8/6(1('2'

15/2 (I1^26
4/6
18/1011( 728
8/3 0029
9/6 CM80
9/- 17l'6
11/- (N'35
11/60('36
12/3 C
11/- l1' IN 10/3 (1/'41
6/- 1"121
7/9 0044
1' M:14

15/- 1'1"41
5/- 0045
t1/6 11(65
4/91O06ì5
04020
14/1OC6(i
UABC80 5/- VP4
UAF42 8/9 V14B 12/- 0070
UB4l 10/8V11105 5/6 0(271
l-BC41 8/8 VR150 4/9'0072
10/80('73
1.'BC81 6/3 W107
17801

00180 5/6 W729
UBF89 8/8 X4l

9/8 UBL21 10/9 X66
8/8X78
8/9 0092
2/- 00084 8/- X79
2/- 00085 6/6. Y63
27/2 1'(.t'60 8/8Z66

9/- 11'1121
10/- 001142
8/9 1101181

TY86F 11/8 UCL82
l'10
9/- UCL83
010
1'18/20

7/- 01011

15/8 1'M4

U76
U191
U251
U282
4/9 U301
5/- U404

4/9
5/6
7/3
5/9
7/6
PZ30
9/6
QVO4/7 7/RIO
15/R17
R18
R19

8/0I:L41

7/6 UF41

15/- UF42
6/6 U180
5/9 UF85
8/8 LI F/46

17/60/'74

10/- 0075
7/3 0076
20/8 0077

27/-0078
5/- 0081

7/8 0(781D

9/- Tronsis(ors
8/- and diodes

OC82
01283

6/6 AF102 27/6 0084

16/8

9/6
21/8

8/-

4/9
4/9
22/6
25/8/8
8/8

8/-

18/-

8/8/-

8/6
12/-

8/4/-

4/10/B/-

9/-

11/-00770 8/8
9/9/3:A1115 10/80('171
6/9 AF116 10/- 00P71 17/6
5/6 MATI00 7/9
4/9 AF117
MATIOI
818
9/6
8/3.4F127
3/- MAT120 7/9
6/9 0A70
9/-()A73
3/-MAT12I 8/6
7/3',A1114

All goods are new first quality brands only and
subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
seconds or rejects, which are often
9/- manufwiturers'
have a
1038
18/- described as new and tested" but which
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
settlement all types of
over 1000 valves actually in stock, with resistors,
11.30

We require for prompt cash
valves, loom or boxed, but MUST be new.
made by return.

Offers

condensers, transformers, microphones, speakers,
metal rectifiers with terms of business, 6d. pint free.

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN
FRONT

an invaluable new bade

handbook for

%tudent%

...

ABSOSTOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180¡265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
Conditional Free Trial.

S.A.E. details.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
... £5. 0.01 For
...
now ...
... 1.5.10.0 }Single
17" now ...
... O. 0.0 Tubes
...
21" now ...
ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
12"
14"

Principles of Television
Engineering
R. C.

2 VOLUMES

WHITEHEAD, A.M.I.E.E.

to

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
21 "-I47 '6
14"/17"-97f6;
12"-87 f6 ;
in British
anywhere
&
Ins.
transit
FREE Pass.
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).
ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed

12

months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

A basic handbook covering the wider principles of
television engineering. Although primarily written for
students taking a general telecommunications course,
it will also be valuable to all electrical engineers wishing to make a career in television broadcasting,
industrial television, and television relay and receiver
servicing.
Vol. I 25s. net by post 25s. 10d. 178 pp. illust.
Vol. II 35s. net by post 36s. Id. 270 pp. illust.
obtainable from leading booksellers

ILIFFE Books Ltd.
DORSET HOUSE
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.I9.
'Phone: CHErrywood 3955 and

REBUILT C.R. TUBES. All makes. All with 12 mths. guarantee.
To the highest possible standards. 12", 42.10, 14", E3, 17',
£3.15, 19 ", 44.10. Carr. & Ins. 12/6. No C.O.D. C.W.O. only.
This includes 70 °, 90 °, 110° types.

FKCO"FERRANTI L.O.P.T HOUSINGS. Top hall only
'.Brand new. Bulk purchase offer.
ONLY 416 each. P.P.
It.. Wich instructions.
ALBA
T641, T644, T724FM, T744FM
at
T665, T909. T717
..
.,
at
BEETHOVEN
B106, B109, 208
at
BUSH
TV63, TV50, TV57, TV058, M59, TU059, TV62, TV63. TV6,1.
TV67. TU068, M69, TU069,
These are supplied ae inserts

..

..

..

0088Oß

R17A, 930, 931, 933, 934, 935. 937, 938, 938A, 939FÁ

940. 942. 942A, 943, 944, 946

DECCA
.
..
..
..
..
..
DM1, DM2/C, DM3, DM4, DM4/C, DM6, DM14, DM17, 444, 555
DM35, DM45, DM55, DM50
DM21C, DM021
DM22C, DR19.8R0TV777, BRGT14868
DYNATRON

..

/DECO

7C208,

TU209,

..

..
T209/1,

T221,

..

..

T231,

T231F,

..

..
7249,

at

52/8
80/-

at
at

88 /-

58/8

at

79/8

_

..

..

..

FERGUSON
45T, 4647
at
103T, 105T, 113T, 135T, 1421' 14.3P, 146T, 9901'. 9911', 992T
993T, 994T, 992T, 996T. 9971'. 998T. 984T
at
203T, 204T. 205T, 200T, 214T, 235T, 2361, 244T, 246T
Used only when available
at
305T. 307T, 315T, 3171'
..
at
..
..
306T, 3087
at
406T, 4081' 4161', 4361'. 4387, 4051'. 4071'
at
600 Series 004T

.

..

.,

H.R.V.
1865. 1869
1870. 1871, 1872, 7873, 1874, 1875, 1878

7.

7.

at

80/48/66/-

st
at

48/60/-

M

48/8

at

72/90/72/-

MARCONI

VT156, VT156
MURPHY
V240.250
V270-280
V310 -320, 380, 350

70-

at

at

X

410 -4_0
470 -540
659 -759

48/-

TC269,

at

.

T1001. T1002, T100211, T1004, T1005, T1011
T1012, T3023, P1624. T1027..

52/-

EMERSON
.
.
.
E700, E701, E704, E708, Port-O -Rama E707
at
E709, E710, E711. These are supplied as an exchange unit. Please

..

50/30/-

TC267/1. T283, T284, T293, T311, T310, TOC316, T326, T327.
T330. T338F, T331
at
TMB272, T344. T344F T348, T348F. T356, TC312, 1313, T313F,

send old transformer ..

50/-

at
at

FERRANTI
14T2, 14T3, 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F, 14T5, 14T6, 17K3, 17K3F, 1773,
17T2F 17K4, 17K4F, 17K6, 178K4, 178K4F, 17K6, 178K5.
178K6, 1714, 17T4F, 1776, 17T6. These are supplied as Inserts

621-

at

3513

at

at
..

at

.,

90/90/-

72/-

PETO SCOTT

48/86/-

148A, Tß18. 178A. TV1416, 71418, T1419, TV1718, TV1719,
TV 1720
ah
These are supplied as inserts only.

..

..

..

80/-

PHIL00
1000, 1010
1019
1021, 1023

48/48/-

at

01,
tibb

79/8

75-

at
at

72/8

at

80/-

at

42/8

at

80/-

REGENTONE

114, 10-6, 10-4, 10-17. Insert only .,
ULTRA
1 453, VP14.53, V16.60, V1750, V1752, P1763, V1780
VR1762 ,.
WR1762, V1763, P1784, V21.50, V21 -52, 32160

66/27/6

30/-

65 /-

V17-70. V17-71, V17.72. V17-73, V17-74, V17 -75
V1780, V17.81, V17.82, P1783
..
V19.80, V19 -84, V19-85
,.
V23.80, P23.84

48/-

50/-

.,

,.-

at
at

at
at

..

42/8

62/8
42/8

80 /at 86/WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND S/COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND

S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

TELEVISIONS -EX- RENTAL. All B.B.C. /I.T.V. I4in. from 44.10.0. I7in, from
47.10.0. 21ín. from 412.10.0. All with written 12 months GUARANTEE on
Cathode Ray Tubes. GENUINE BARGAINS, CALL OR WRITE TODAY.
VALVE LISTS -NEW VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH
GUARANTEED

51.-14/G

5Z3

6BG6/G
65N7GT
6V6
IOC!
10C2
10F1

DAF9I
DAF96

3/5,6

DF96

7'6

DK9I

6'4/-

20F2

416

20L1
20P1

101-

30CI5

6'-

8'7'8/-

DH77

419

DK96
0192
DL94
DL96
DY86
EABC80

6'916

198G6/G
2001

MONTHS.

DF91

101216

10P13
10P14

20P3
20P4
27SU

3

516
513
613

EB9l
EBC4I

7/-

8'-

616

2'S'6

ECC8I

4'-

10'6
7/6

ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85
ECF80
ECF82

6/6

30PL13

7'6

5/6

We are open 9 a.m. to

6

5'.

9'.
716
616

5'7'-

ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89

5'-

30PL1

ECH81

81-

EBF80
EBF89

7'6

ECH42

EF41

7'6
6'IO'.

30P4
30P12

ECH21

5f8'5/-

7/6
816
613
216
416
616
716
21-

EF91

EF92

3'6
7'6
6'6
7'S'-

EF41

4'-

EL84
EM34
EMS!

4/6

EY5I

5'-

EY86

S/6

5/-

EZ40-41
EZ80 -81

5'6

GZ34

5'.
6'516

5'6
8'6

PABC80
PCC84
PCC89
PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85
PL33
PL36
PL38
PL8I
PL82
PL83
PL84
PY31

PY32
PY33
PY80
PY8I
PY82

p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday& Saturday-9 a.m. to

7

5'-

PY800

616
616
616
616
616

PZ30
U24
U25
U26

716

U191
U301
U801

7'6

UABC80

7'-

74

TELEVISION

! !

UAF42
UBF80
UBF89
UCC84
UCC85
UCF80

7/6'6
10'7/3f4'6
6'4'6

ó,6/101-

10/10,-

8'3/6

4'6
3'6

916

9'6
IS'á/-

UCH42
UCHBI
UCL83
UL84
UU8
UY4I

101-

416

6'6
7í-

7'
71.

7'6/6

8/9'6
6í916

5'6'p.m. Friday -Closed all day Wednesday

Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S /Coils,

SERVICE SHEETS.

AND

SPEED TESTER,

POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.

UY85

31-.

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
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ONE

GUARANTEED

YEAR

TUBES

/- --

100% Regunned
Add 10 /- or old tube
110` -9916 +
All

in. 99/6

21

refundable on
OLD TUBE. Carr.
301-

10/6.

15, 14

14', Slimline 17 and
19 inch.
Export Postage 30/-

12

59/6

in.

EX- MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES
I7in. 35/- Most makes and types available. 14ín. -I5fGuaranteed good picture.

Carriage 5t- extra.

DUKE& CO.(LONDON) LTD. TELEPHONE
HANDSET
621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mins. Phone: ILFord 6001/2/3. Stamp for Free List
VALVES 9d. each. I,000'e available- Send for List,.
CONDENSERS. 100 -10/ -, New. Assorted Electrolytics and pFa. P. & P. 2/6.
'V /CONTROLS, 20-10 /-, A selection of types and

sizes. P. & P. 2/6.
SPEAKERS, 7/9. 6in., ß1n., 7 x 4in. and 8 e 31n.
Ex. mid. Salvage. P. & P. 21:3.
RESISTANCES, 10/- pre 100. Brand new. mostly

High Stabs. Asoried parr, I'.

P.

.e.

P. _ /-.

15/6
pair
G.P.O. pattern, House
to Workshop. Garage.
Inter-Office. etc.
Work,
any +
luit cry. i'. .t P. 4t;
,r

if

r

EX- RENTAL TELEVISIONS
14 in.
E7.10.0

17

EI

in.

I.10.0

Coloured FREE LIST
Demonstration daily from our
large selection

months' written guarantee
Channels for all areas.
Personal collection advised, or
Insured Carr., 14in.20, -; 17in.301-

SETS

i
6

Potage

85

I

REDBRIDGE, ILi-ORD
ESSEX. CRE 7441

on I valve 9d. extra. On 2 vale,e or more pootagc 6d. pct valve extra
Any Parcel insured against Damage in Transit 6d. extra.

THE LATEST` EDITION OF ENGINEERING

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Pfactical Radio & Elect'tronics Courses, administered by our

-

Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE.
on cannot
I1

WHICH

IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering.

Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng..
AeronautlCal Eng.,
Production Eng..
Building. Plastics.

Draughtsmanship,
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A,M.LMech.E.
A.M.1.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.
A,M.I.M.L
A,I.O.B.
B.Sc.

afford

eon are earning
Mu than ISO s week, send for your copy of
°ENGINEEEINO OPPORTUNITIES" today -FREE.

to miss reading this tamoca book.

READERS RADIO
TORQUAY GARDEN:

COLbERG PLACE, and at
°TAMFORD HILL
LONDON, N.16. STA 4587
34

-

A.M.I.E.R.E.

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc.. etc.

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

PRACTICAL
QUIPMENT

The upeciafiu Eke-

monta Divisien of
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COLOUR PREJUDICE
We have recently spoken of the political pressures
which have befogged the European colour TV problem. It is sad to see that even the domestic colour
scene is being injected with political prejudice and
muddled thinking well in advance.
In a recent statement by the PMG, it is suggested
that since many people will not wish to see, or be able
to afford, colour TV, then it would be wrong to
expect the main body of licence payers to subsidise
such services. The introduction of a separate colour
receiver licence is put forward.
Now we have always been under the impression
that a TV or a radio licence is not issued to permit the
holder to tune into one station or another but conveys
the right to operate a receiver. A radio licence is still
necessary even if the holder listens only to Luxembourg, a pirate pop station or Radio Pekin. The BBC
does not enter directly into the contract. Similarly,
the TV licence holder does not pay to watch BBC or
ITA programmes. He pays to operate his receiver.
If not, how about the ITA fan who seldom watches
BBC? How about the viewer who does not want
BBC -2-or does not even have a local u.h.f. service ?
These people subscribe through their licence fee to
these services. So why should a colour TV viewer
pay extra when the BBC -2 fan does not ?
Mr. Wedgwood Benn, we feel, is on a sticky
wicket. If, as suggested, the "wealthy few" must pay
extra, then it is logical to project the idea if the intention is equity and not political doctrine.
This would mean a lower fee for those not using
BBC -2, a reduction for those willing to forgo BBC
altogether, a different fee for those who dislike ITA
and a system of rebates for moderate viewers based
on how many hours the set had been used and what
programmes had been seen!
No, it is not feasible or desirable to separate viewers

into such narrow statistical compartments. Nor, as
the present law stands, is it legal.
In short, there is no case for colour prejudice in
television!
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Cancelled -The '65 Show
Radio Show's successor, " The '65
in August, has been cancelled.
The show was to have provided a fresh approach by covering all

National Television and
THE
Show ", which was to open

aspects of the radio, television and entertainment industry and by
including foreign exhibitors for the first time.
The organisers of the new Show were Industrial and Trade Fairs
Ltd. Lack of support is the reason behind the cancellation; most of
the larger television manufacturers had refused to take space as had
the commercial TV companies.
'

First British Transmitters Sold to

US

the first time British television transmitters have been sold
FOR
to the USA. A new u.h.f. station being built in Chicago will be
equipped with Marconi transmitters and studio cameras.
Six of the new Marconi mark V 4in. image orthicon cameras are
included in the order and the two 25kW transmitters ordered are
similar to those specified for BBC-2.

Call for Colour Decision after Show

NEW SCIENCE TV
PROGRAMME AWARD
year for three years a new
DACH
award will be made to the

producer or editor of the programme judged to have made the
most significant contribution on
television to the wider understanding and appreciation of
science.

The award has been instituted
by Mullard Ltd. in co- operation
with the Guild of Television
Producers and Directors. It will
consist of a plaque plus 200
guineas and will be first presented on November 11th this
year.

TV TRANSMISSIONS
BEGIN IN BERMUDA
NEW TV station will soon
begin operations on the
island
of
Atlantic
British
Bermuda.
The Atlantic Broadcasting Co.
Ltd.-ZFB TV -will operate the
station, which will come into
Transservice on July 1st.
missions will be on channel 8.
VTR EQUIPMENT FOR

AIRLINERS
INE- INCH television receivers

Attendance at the Radio and Electronic Component Show held recently
in London was up 16% on last year's figures.
Commenting, on the show's success, Mr. A. F. Bulgin, president of the
Radio and Electronic Component Manufacturers' Federation, called on the
Government to encourage Britain's electronics firms and to decide now on
the standards for British colour television.
A general view of the exhibition is shown above.
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are being installed by an
American airline in 45 of its jet
liners to show passengers full length videotaped movies, programmes from local ground
channels, or recordings of takeoffs and landings.
The equipment, made by the
Sony Corporation, includes their
new video tape recorder, the PV100, and a TV camera in the nose
of the plane which will televise
terrain beneath the aircraft
during flight and landing and
take -off periods.
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Now a COAL-powered TV Set
the Westinghouse research laboratories in Pittsburg, USA, a
ATtelevision
receiver is being used to demonstrate an experimental
fuel cell system which converts gases obtained from coal directly
into electricity.
The system consists of a fuel cell battery plus a chemical reactor.
The reactor produces the gases from coal fed into it which flow to
the fuel cell battery. The battery contains 400 thimble -size ceramic
cylinders, which are the fuel cells, and here the upward flowing
gases make contact with negative electrical terminals (cathodes). At
the same time heated air passes around the outside of the battery
where a positive terminal (anode) is located. Electrons are removed
from the anode surface by the oxygen in the air which attach themselves to the atoms of the oxygen molecules, forming negatively
charged ions.
The ions move through the electrolyte of the fuel cells and collect
at the negative electrode. Here they combine with atoms of the fuel
gases, freeing the electrons that were picked up at the anode terminal
of the cell. It is this movement of electrons, constituting an electric
current, which provides the 100W to power the TV receiver.

437

SCHOLAR RECEIVES
BAIRD AWARD
AT the annual dinner of the
Television Society on
14th May, Mr Bruno John Vieri,
aged 24, of Reading, was presented with the John Logic
Baird Travelling Scholarship for
1965.

This scholarship is awarded
annually by Baird Television
Ltd. and enables a student
engaged in television research to
undertake travel abroad.
Mr. Vieri, who is currently
carrying out research into television bandwidth compression,
acquired his first -class B.Sc. in
engineering
at
Birmingham
University
and
subsequently
joined Imperial College, where
he has just completed his Ph.D.

BBC BEGIN COLOUR TESTS WITH GERMAN SYSTEM
Monday, May 24th, the tion had been radiating prior

ONBBC began a new series of
experimental
transmissions of
colour TV using the German
PAL system. These tests replace
the 625 -line American NTSC
transmissions which the corpora-

Paint Stops Trade Tests
test transmissions from
TRADE
two ITA stations were

subject to interruptions for a
month recently while the masts
were painted.
Both Croydon
and Presely stations cancelled
their regular trade transmissions
for four weeks.

to
this.
Initially the transmissions are
being made during the BBC -2
trade test periods between 1200
and 1300, and 1500 and 1600 on
Mondays to Fridays, from the

Crystal
Palace
station
on
channel 33. Each one -hour transmission consists of a trade test
card in black and white for 15
minutes, ten minutes of colour
bars and colour slides for the
remainder of the time.

TV EXPANSION IN RUSSIA
THE

Soviet Union's television receiver population stands today at
million, whereas ten years ago it was only 820,000.
Providing programmes transmissions for these receivers are the
USSR's 500 TV stations whose combined output reach about half
the population. In 1970 there will be a further 300 stations
transmitting.
15

Video Tape Recorders Getting Smaller
As the demand for video tape recording equipment grows, the competition
among the world's manufacturers to
provide less expensive and smaller
machines intensifies.

Two of the latest introductions
come
from
Sony
and
Philips.
The
Sony
" Videocorder ", on
the left, weighs only 13016 and
has a base area of only 324 sq. in.
The lin. reel of tape accommodates
a
full hour's recording
which can be replayed imme-

diately or stored for replay later.
The tape used is 50.8mm wide
and runs at the low speed of
12.6cm /s.
The

Philips

machine,
shown
a 25.4mm -wide tape
19cm /s.
Programmes
of up to 45 minutes' duration can
be
recorded
on
this
machine,
which sells for less than £1,000.

right, uses
running at
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Non-linear
Resistors
by G. J. King

AN electrical resistance is a property which
hinders the flow of electricity. The higher
the value of the resistance the greater is the
hindrance to the flow cf electricity. Electrical
resistance can be considered as the counterpart of
mechanical friction. Heat is developed in both
cases.
Under normal conditions all electrical conductors
possess resistance. Even very good conductors
such as silver and copper have a very small value
of resistance and other materials have a higher
value per unit size.
However, certain metals can be caused to lose
nips: of their resistance when lowered to a
temperature of approximately 4 °K, that of liquid
helium.
This is called " superconductivity ".
Unfortunately a great deal of use has not been
made of this to date for the reason that the strong
magnetic field resulting from almost zero
resistance to a flow of current tends to neutralise
the superconductivity effect.
Nevertheless work is in hand to produce hard
superconductors which can be put to practical use,
but as they rely on extremely low temperatures
they have no immediate application in domestic
television. It is likely, though, that they will
eventually find use in high -speed computer
switching systems. But this is a different story.
Most conductors exhibit a linear resistance
characteristic under normal conditions where the
flow of current does not cause a rise in temperature. This means that a graph of current plotted
against voltage takes the form of a straight line
passing through the origin as shown in Fig. 1. This
characteristic applies to ordinary resistors as well
as to conductors.
However, .hould the conductor (or ordinary
resistor) increase in temperature the resistance

would also normally increase. This results from
the positive temperature coefficient which is
possessed by the majority of conductors. The
degree of such coefficient of temperature is
determined.by the nature of the conductor.
Positive Temperature Coefficient
A practical demonstration of positive temperature
coefficient is given by comparing the cold resistance
of a picture tube or valve heater with the resistance
of the same heater when hot. A considerable
increase in resistance will be noted if the heater
resistance is measured immediately after a valve or
tube is switched off. Conversely the resistance is
very low when the heater is cold, which is the
reason for the heavy flow of current in a heater
chain when it is first switched on.
Resistors with a high positive temperature
coefficient are not normally used in television

t
v
U

Voltage
Fig.

I:

-I.-

Linear resistance gives a straight -line current!
voltage characteristic.
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Negative Temperature Coefficient
Of far greater application in television receiver
circuits are resistors possessing a high negative
temperature coefficient. As would be expected,
such a resistor has the property of decreasing in
resistance with increase in temperature. Curves of
resistance against temperature for five Mullard
negative temperature coefficient resistors are given
in Fig. 3. Here is shown the relatively high cold
resistance and the progressively falling resistance
as the temperature rises.
Resistors whose value is designed purposely to
be affected by temperature are called " thermistors ".
Sometimes a trade name such as
Brimistor is used.

100,00

1

3

.
e

40

20

80

60

100

120

140

30
50

Temperature ('C)

Fig. 2: Positive temperature characteristic of a Mullard
P80/110/33/01 resistor. Note the relatively low temperature coefficient up to about 120°C.

circuits, though of recent months they have been
made available for the control and protection of
electric motors in critical ,.applications. Such a
resistor is the Mullard P80 /110/33/01, the
characteristic of which is given in Fig. 2. This
curve clearly shows how the resistance rises
rapidly beyond a certain temperature value.
Resistors of this kind are designed for mounting
in the winding of a motor
w
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five Mullard thermistors.
Note the
decrease in resistance with increase in
temperature, opposite to the curve in Fig. 2.
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4: This curve shows how the value of a VDR decreases as the voltage across it is increased.

Thermistors are made in various shapes, sizes,
ratings and characteristics. The positive temperature coefficient component referred to above is
made of "doped " barium titanate ceramic.
Components with a negative temperature coefficient
are composed of specially selected oxides to provide
not only the requirements for temperature
coefficient and specific resistance but also to give
constant life characteristics, remembering the high
temperature at which they may operate, and
mechanical strength for ease of fitting and handling.
Voltage Dependent Resistor
There is also another type of resistor which fails

to obey the ordinary law depicted in Fig. 1 and
this is called a " voltage dependent resistor ". With
an ordinary resistor the value remains substantially
constant with changes in voltage across it. With a
VDR, however, the resistance value decreases as the
voltage across it increases. Fig. 4 shows how the
resistance of a VDR drops as the voltage across it
rises.
As with thermistors VDRs have a diversity of
ratings to suit specific applications. However, the
curve in Fig. 4 shows the characteristic of one
particular component where the value changes
from about 700,00052 with 2V across it to about
600f/ with 30V across it.
The thermistor and the VDR then represent the

two major non -linear resistors encountered in
television receivers and associated equipment. The
resistance is said to be non -linear, of course, since
the current through it does not follow linearly the
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After years of use thermistors do tend to become
little brittle and the connections at the wire ends
may become impaired, causing local hot spots and
sparking.
The correct replacement should always be made,
for the component was selected originally with a
sufficiently high cold resistance to protect the
heaters immediately after switching on and a
change in resistance which is sufficiently slow to
facilitate the correct warm -up period. This latter
condition is often adjusted by the use of an
ordinary wire-wound resistor in shunt with the
thermistor.
The importance of a shunt resistor is revealed
in Fig. 6, which shows the voltage across the heater
of the picture tube which, incidentally, usually has
the smallest thermal capacity, plotted for three R
values.
A resistor of too small a value will tend to
neutralise the compensating effect of the thermistor
and give too great a rise in voltage across the
affected heater. It should be noted that many
heater chain thermistors in use are designed for a
300mA heater current without the need for
resistive shunting.
a

'65

voltage across it Non -linear resistors are really a
form of semiconductor, for it may be recalled that
a semiconductor such as a diode -or even a
transistor -does not possess a linear current /voltage
characteristic.
Now let us see how thermistors and VDRs are
used in television receivers, starting with the
former. The classic application of the thermistor
is for the protection of series connected valve and
tube heater chains. When such a circuit is
switched on the voltage across the heater with the
least thermal capacity may rise above the voltage
rating of the heater and cause an overload.
This is revealed by the affected heater (or
heaters) lighting up abnormally bright when the
set is first switched on and then gradually dimming
as the other heaters in the chain warm up and
increase in resistance themselves, having in mind
the positive temperature coefficient of heaters.

,

HTt

Heater chain

-MANThe
Fig. 5: A thermistor connected for heater -chain protection. The shunt resistor R is not always necessary.

Field

Field
scanning

output
transforme

coils

Heater Chain Protection

Now with a thermistor connected in the series
circuit, as shown in Fig. 5, its value is high to start
with, but as current passes through it so its
temperature rises and its resistance falls in
accordance with the characteristics in Fig. 3. This
effect causes a gradual rise in current through the
heater chain and thus avoids overheating of a valve
whose heater is of a small thermal capacity.
The type of thermistor used for this application
has the appearance of a black carbon rod or a
Indeed some
resistor which is burnt out!
beginners incorrectly interpret a thermistor as a
failing resistor, especially in view of the high
operating temperature of the component in a
heater chain.
Fig.

6: Voltage be-

haviour

across

a

heater in a
series heater chain,
for three values of R

c.r.t.'s

in Fig. 5.

,MP

Field
Output
valve

Fig.

7:

Thermistor

connected for stabilisation of the field
scan.

Field Scan Compensation

Another thermistor application is shown in
Fig. 7. Here the thermistor is connected in series
with the field scanning coils to compensate for their
positive temperature coefficient. It may not be
known but the compression of the field scan (e.g.
reduction in height) after a television set has been
running for a while is often caused by the increase
in resistance of the field scanning coils. This pulls
down the scanning current and thus reduces the
scan amplitude.
The problem is_ overcome by the value of the
thermistor falling as the value of the coils rise. The
curves in Fig. 8 show these effects and also how
when they are correctly combined the overall
resistance remains substantially constant over the
normal operating temperature of the set.
For this application the thermistor characteristics
are chosen in conjunction with the resistance of
the field scanning coils and the thermistor is
located in thermal contact with the coils so as to
respond to their temperature change. The scheme
ensures that the load on the field output valve
remains constant in spite of change in resistance
of the scanning coils.
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Surge Suppression

Thermistor

Temperature --.-

Fig. 8: These curves show how the negative temperature
coefficient of a thermistor neutralises the positive tempera-

ture coefficient of a coil of wire.
So far we have seen how the thermistor can be
applied relative to its own thermal inertia (e.g.

A VDR is ideal for the suppression of surge
voltage and is sometimes so applied in television
circuits. In this application a VDR may be seen
across the primary winding of the field output
transformer as shown in Fig. 10, the idea being to
damp or suppress voltage pulses resulting from
the field flyback.
These pulses can under certain conditions put
undue strain on the transformer and field output
valve and they can also very quickly ruin a
transistor when such is used as a field amplifier.
The back e.m.f. developed across the primary of
the field output transformer is normally very small
during the field scanning stroke. However, as the
flyback occurs much more rapidly a far greater
back e.m.f. is developed. Now at the small normal
scan e.m.f. the resistance of the VDR remains high
and consequently has zero effect on the operation
of the circuit, but on the higher flyback e.m.f. the
resistance falls considerably and as a result damps
the circuit, thereby suppressing the peaks of
voltage as shown in Fig. 11.

time taken for the thermistor to reach equilibrium
as in the heater chain) and relative to its own
negative temperature coefficient as in the television
field timebase circuit.
Another application uses the dependency of the
resistance of a thermistor on temperature. Such
applications, however, fall outside the scope of this
VDR as Voltage Regulator
article since they concern the direct measurement
A VDR can also be employed to regulate the
of temperature, temperature control, the indirect
voltage across high impedance and high voltage
measurement of current and so forth.
supply circuits. Typical in this respect are the
Temperature Control
e.h.t. voltage circuits of television sets. The
When transistor television sets become more
component is found connected between the final
popular thermistors will be observed applied
anode of the picture tube and the metal chassis as
directly in terms of resistance and temperature.
shown in Fig. 12. It works as follows:
Fig. 9 shows one application in
this respect. Here the thermistor
HZ 4
causes the base current of the
p-n -p transistor to reduce as the
ambient temperature increases,
thereby offsetting the increase in
To field
scanning
collector current with increase in
coils
temperature.
In other words,
the thermistor is caused to
" sample" the ambient temperature around the transistor itself
and to adjust the transistor
biasing accordingly.
Field
Applications of the VDR are
output
valve
also diverse. These ¿omponents
are not unlike black ceramic to
look at. They are made in the
form of rods and discs of various
dimensions,
depending
upon
dissipation
and characteristic Fig. 9: Here a thermistor is used to
Fig. 10: The use of a VDR

F.-

requirements.
The
current
carrying capacity (for a particular material) is directly proportional to the cross -sectional
area, while the voltage rating is a
function of the length of the
rod -type component.
The current rating can range
from a few microamperes to
thousands of amperes and the
voltage rating from a few volts to
thousands of volts.

back -bias a transistor to combat rise
in collector current.

as

a

voltage surge
pressor.

sup-

Fig. 11: Effect of the
arrangement shown in
Fig. 10.

95kV

_.L_
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If the e.h.t. voltage tends to rise due to a fall in
tube beam current the voltage across the VDR will
rise likewise and the resulting drop in resistance
will automatically increase the e.h.t. current, the
net result of which is a constant load presented to
the e.h.t. supply irrespective of variations in
picture tube beam current. The voltage at the tube
final anode thus remains constant.
The VDR in this application is sometimes
known as Metrosil, being the trade name of
Metropolitan- Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.
A VDR connected in the cathode circuit of the
video amplifier valve can increase the contrast range
of the picture. This happens because the cathode
current of the video amplifier valve is dependent
on the picture brightness, and when the picture
signal is at black the cathode current is minimum,
as also is the voltage across the VDR. Under this
condition, therefore, the degree of negative feedback is at a maximum.
However, as the picture goes towards white the
cathode current, and hence the voltage across the
VDR, increases. This results in a decrease of
cathode resistance and a consequent reduction of
negative feedback. A kind of "contrast expansion"
effect is thereby given.

through a non -linear VDR, as in Fig. 13b, the
capacitor will charge to a somewhat greater value
because only a small discharge current will flow
between the pulses. This is due, of course, to the
smaller voltage across the VDR between pulses and
the considerable increase in resistance of the VDR
under this condition.
Line Timebase Stabilisation

To stabilise the line timebase a VDR is used to
rectify a pulse sampled from the line output stage.
The amplitude of such a pulse is governed by the
load presented to the line amplifier, by the power
supply voltage and so forth, and any variation in
line scan amplitude is reflected as a variation in
pulse amplitude.
Thus by feeding back to the line amplifier valve
as a bias voltage the d.c. resulting from rectification of the flyback pulses a sort of automatic gain
control effect results. If the pulses are of small
amplitude, meaning that the line scan is insufficient
for optimum performance, less negative bias is
applied to the amplifier valve control grid and the
gain of the valve is increased, an effect which turns
up the overall operating efficiency of the stage to
combat the tendency for scan and e.h.t. voltage
reduction.
Conversely, if the amplitude of the pulses tends
to rise a greater negative bias is applied to the

A

Line' output

Linear

resistor

transformer
Regulated

(a)

Pulse

E.H.T.

voltage

T

Residual

charge

Time

Residual

charge

E.H.T.

rectifier
valve

Time

Fig. 12: A VDR used to regulate the e.h.t. voltage in

television sets.

from
Fig. 13: This diagram shows at (a) the small residual charge resulting
feeding pulses to a capacitor via ordinary resistance, and at (b) the greater
charge resulting from the use of VDR.

VDR as Pulse Rectifier

Owing to the non -linearity of a VDR it can act
as a rectifier of pulse voltage. This property is
exploited for the stabilisation of the line timebase.
It is also sometimes used to produce a first anode
voltage for the picture tube. In both cases the
pulses used are those which are generated by the
line flyback.
If these pulses are used to charge a capacitor
through an ordinary linear resistor the charge will
be approximately equal to the mean of the waveform. The d.c. voltage will thus be low since the
duration time of each pulse is very small. This is
shown in Fig. 13a.
However, if the pulses are fed to the capacitor

amplifier valve and its gain is reduced, as also is
the e.h.t. voltage and scan amplitude. In that
manner, therefore, the line timebase is stabilised
against any variations which are reflected back as
amplitude changes of the flyback pulses. A basic
circuit of this kind is shown in Fig. 14.,
A positive potential is also applied to the VDR
via a preset resistor as shown in the circuit. This
potential fixes the operating bias and is adjusted
in practice for the correct boost potential.
Testing VDRs
Now we come to ways of testing VDRs and
thermistors. So far as VDRs are concerned the
best way, of testing is by the use of two meters as
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shown in Fig 15. Here a mA
meter is used to measure the
current flowing in the component, while a voltmeter is used to
measure the voltage across the
component at any current within
the component's rating and as set
by
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toco
700

.00

E29622h16

300

Pl.

E296E0/A259
Whether the voltage developed
t roo
across the component at a partiE2990C/P346
cular current is correct can be
E299CD/A344
70
E299DC/P342
ascertained by reference to the
voltage /current curve of the
E299DC/P736
component under test. Fig 16
so
gives such curves of six popular
Mullard VDRs and for other
components reference must be
made to the appropriate data
sheet.
700
o-1
0.3
0-5 0.7
Care must be taken not to
Curten (mA)
exceed the maximum power dissipation of the devices and the Fig. 16: Voltage /current characteristics of
a range of Mullard VDRs.
value of Pl and the voltage
required for the test will depend
upon the type of component being tested. For
instance, a current of 200µA in a Mullard E299DC/
P338 should result in a voltage in the order of 50V
Fig. 17: The set -up reacross it as shown by the appropriate curve.
quired for
testing

700nW

SCOW

1

0

6

3

7

10

Thermometer
close to
thermistor

thermistors.

Testing Thermistors
One of the best and easiest ways of checking
a thermistor is to measure its resistance at a

particular temperature and then compare
H.T.

+ve

the

Line output

transformer'.

Line
valve

output
Bias varies
according to

values obtained with the resistance /temperature
curve of the appropriate thermistor. Fig. 3, for
instance, gives five such curves for well -known
Mullard thermistors.
At 20 °C the VA1026 should have a resistance of
about 550!1. When making this kind of test the
thermometer should be held close to the component
under test as shown in Fig. 17.

load

1
Line flyback

}

1

Line

drive
in

to
pulthe VDR
through Cl
from line
output
transformer

FLASHING

VDR

AHEAD...
Fig. 14: A VOR connected for stabilisation
timebase, os described in the text.

with the
July

of the line

PRACTICAL
ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC

FLASHGUN

PORTABLE STEREO
RECORD PLAYER
Fig. 15: The set -up required for testing VDRs.
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Stabilisation
by G. R. Wilding

IT

is becoming increasingly the practice in
current TV design to include means for
stabilising raster width and height so that
variations in mains voltage do not affect picture

size.

Invariably such designs make use of the unique
properties of voltage dependent resistors (v.d.r.).
These components, as the name implies, have a
resistance that varies with the applied voltage,
decreasing rapidly as the voltage is increased.
As an example, one v.d.r. in the Mullard range
has a resistance of about 350kû at 1V but which
drops to only 300f1 when 35V is applied.
However, as well as providing simple means for
timebase stabilisation the v.d.r. can be used for
preventing spot burns at switch -off, obtaining extra
boost voltage from the line output circuit, limiting
peak flyback voltages in the frame circuit, a.g.c.
voltages in negative modulation receivers and most
uniquely adapting meter sensitivity.
But to turn first to current receiver practice. The
latest dual -standard Ferguson 900 series of models
employs three v.d.r.s, one for width stabilisation,
one for height stabilisation and one to limit the
peak voltages developed across the frame output
transformer.
The action of the width stabiliser is based on
the fact that a constant relation exists between the
deflector coil scan current and the flyback voltage,
so that if the latter is kept fixed, the scan current
and hence the width must also stay constant.
Secondly, the v.d.r., being a non-linear device,
performs as a sort of rectifier if an asymmetric

The graph above shows change of
resistance with applied voltage of a
Mullard voltage dependent resistor.
This article outlines the role played
by v.d.r.'s in the stabilisation of
raster width and height in current
television receivers.
voltage of sufficient amplitude is applied.
As a v.d.r. has no differing forward and back
resistance characteristics like a germanium or
silicon diode this may seem somewhat difficult to
appreciate, but this rectification occurs only if an
asymmetric waveform is applied.
Therefore if the voltage in one direction differs
from that in the reverse the resistance offered by
the v.d.r. must be different also and will develop a
differing voltage to the positive and negative waveforms, producing a d.c. bias one way or the other.
As the voltage variation between the positive and
negative waveforms becomes greater, so the more
marked becomes the v.d.r.s' varying resistance
characteristics and it becomes now obvious why
the applied voltage must be of sufficient amplitude
so that there is a clear -cut difference between the
two peaks.
In Fig. 1 it will be seen that a 100pF capacitor
feeds the v.d.r. with a flyback pulse and a negative
potential is developed across it proportional to the
pulse amplitude.
This negative potential is then fed to the grid
of the PL36 via the 2.2m12 grid leak and thus
controls its peak current.
To determine the desired width a positive bias
to partially offset the negative control bias is
tapped from a Imf2 pot in series with a 330ká2
limiter connected across the h.t. line.
It will be seen that this control system bears a
similarity to the mean value a.g.c. circuit, where a
negative control voltage (taken from the grid of
the sync separator) is modified by a positive
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(left) -The stabilised line output circuit of Ferguson
900 series receivers. Negative voltage developed across
the v.d.r. is fed back to the PL36 os control voltage.
Width control is effected by topping positive voltage to
off-set this bias.
Fig. I

Llne
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l
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placing o Mullard v.d.r. in series with it; (b)- comparison
of original milliammeter scale with the voltmeter scale.
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a

Fig. 2 -The stabilised height control circuit of 900 receivers. Increasing boost rail voltage reduces the v.d.r.
resistance which then takes a bigger current and increases
the 1.R drop across the 220k II resistor, leaving the
original voltage. The valve is half a PCL85.
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P338

TO

video

amplifier

Fig. 3

-A circuit

to eliminate the switch -off spot, as used
in Bush NI 15L receivers.

potential similarly obtained from a high -value pot
shunted across the h.t. line and chassis.
In the same Ferguson receiver Fig. 2 shows how
the frame height is kept constant despite varying
mains voltage.
As is normal practice, the anode of the frame
generator is fed from the boost h.t. rail, in this
instance via a 220ko resistor, and at the junction
of this component and the height control a Mullard
v.d.r. -type E298CD/A258 is connected to chassis.
Should the boost h.t. voltage rise, thus applying a
higher voltage to the v.d.r., its internal resistance
would fall and the resulting higher current would
increase the I.R drop across the 220kí1 resistor and
bring back voltage to the original value.
The third v.d.r. used in this circuit is simply
shunted across the primary of the frame output
transformer.
During scan the regular increase in current
through the primary develops only a relatively low
voltage but at flyback the sudden current change
produces a high e.m.f. to which the v.d.r. presents
only a low resistance, thus effectively limiting this
voltage peak and effectively damping any oscillation
that may be instigated.
The method used by Bush for preventing spot
burn at switch-off with a v.d.r. is also very simple
and effective and is shown in Fig. 3.
The tube is cathode modulated in the usual
manner but with the lower end of the 270kn
brightness control connected to the top of a
Mullard E299DC /P338 instead of being earthed
directly.
On switch -off as the h.t. collapses the v.d.r.
-continued on page 447
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS
MINIM

by Charles Rafarel

IN the last two issues

we have dealt with DX -TV
stations that can and have been received in
Bands I and III, so to complete the picture we
are dealing this month with reception in the u.h.f.
Bands IV and V.
It was originally imagined that the u.h.f. bands
would not provide any real DX reception and as
I recall various statements were made in the nontechnical Press and elsewhere that the new BBC-2
service would be free from the patterned interference experienced by so many domestic viewers.
This is, however, not the case and at the risk
of being lynched by the average domestic viewer
I am delighted to tell you that the patterns on
local TV pictures so appreciated by DX'ers are
also well in evidence in the u.h.f. bands. I would
even go so far as to say that DX /u.h.f. reception is
comparable with, and possibly even better than,
that in Band III.
The type of reception is similar to that in Band
III, i.e. tropospheric, with long duration, reasonably steady pictures as opposed to the fast -fading
Sporadic E signal encountered in Band I during
certain times of the year.
The " ceiling " for distance is similar to Band III
and is probably usually about 500 miles maximum.
This is, of course, dependent on prevailing weather
conditions and the efficiency of the receiving
installation.
In order to encourage " would -be " DX -ers in
u.h.f. work we are publishing this month a list of
stations received by one of our very experienced
readers, I. C. Beckett, of Twyford, near Buckingham. It should be noted that Mr. (Beckett's
location is not in the south-east coastal area where
u.h.f. /DX is comparatively easy. He is situated
well inland but this has not prevented him from
producing a really first class log, including Dequede
(East Germany).

I regret that I shall have to hold over a large
number of readers' reports and in, some cases even
omit them where the stations received are largely
duplicated by others. One of the most interesting
letters comes from F. C. Griffiths, of Te Awamutu,
New Zealand, covering reception from November,
1964 /March, 1965 (midsummer in New Zealand).
He reports excellent Band I reception from
Australia with six stations received, probably
Sporadic E reception. The most outstanding
report, however, is of very strong signals from
Sydney in Band III, 1,350 miles away, and lasting
for three days during Christmas week, 1964.
This exceptional type of reception may make it
necessary for us to revise all our ideas on the

U.H.F. STATIONS RECEIVED
Channel

Country

Gottingen
Munster

21
21

W. Germany
W. Germany

Paris

22

Wuppertal

22

Bremen
Torfhaus

22

Aachen
Lingen

24

Station

Dortmund
Caen Mt. Pincon
Minden
Lille Bouvigny
Lopik
Uelzen

Unidentified
Dusseldorf
Hamburg
Dequede
Koblenz
Baden Baden

Bremen
Munster Baumberge
Sarrbrucken
Crystal Palace
Bielefeld
Gr. Feldberg
Crystal Palace

Hardtkopf
Aachen

Reception Reports

Saturday, May 8th, was a notable Sporadic E
opening applicable throughout the British Isles,
according to readers' reports, and at my own place
the reception was available from 1400 until 2000
GMT and included West Germany, Poland,
Austria, Spain, Norway and Sweden. Since that
date we have had no comparable repeat
performance.

Hamburg
Sutton Goldfield
Lingen

23

24
25
25
26
27
27
27
28
29
30
31
31
31

32
32
32
33
33

34
34
35
37
40
40

France

W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
France

W. Germany
France

Holland
W. Germany
France

W. Germany
W. Germany
E.

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

England

W. Germany
W. Germany
England

W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
England

Frankfurt

??

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.

Brest Roc Treduoon

21

France

41

Wuppertal

42

Dannenberg
Gr. Feldberg
Rimberg

43
54
57

Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
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limitation of distance to about 500 miles for
Band III tropospheric signals or the impossibility
It is
of Sporadic E reflections in this band.
difficult to deduce which type of propagation
applied in this case but Band III reception in
excess of 1,000 miles was obtained and this in
itself is a terrific achievement. And to make our
mouths water even more he also reports reception
of Samoa on Band I.
W. M. N. Burridge (Torres, Devon) is delighted,
and so are we, that he has had u.h.f. successes from
Lille Ch 27, BBC -2 London, Caen Ch 25 and
Rouen Ch 28, so even in the West Country u.h.f./
DX is possible on good home constructed
equipment.
J. Cribbon (Athlone, Eire) found the opening of
May 8th extended as far as his home and we
confirm from details given that he received Sweden
on channel E3 (Skovde-Sveg).

D. J. Kelleher (Macroom, Cork) sends in a good
log for May, 1965, including Spain, West Germany,
Czechoslovakia, France, Sweden, Denmark and
East Germany, all identified by test card sketches
supplied by him. (If other readers would provide
photographs or sketches of test cards it would help
us considerably in identifying them.)
Many readers have been kind enough to send
test card photographs for intended publication in
the new monthly item on test cards and I hope to
acknowledge all in due course. I have also been
circularising all Continental TV services to try and
obtain original test cards. However, please continue to send in test card photographs and in
particular any details you have of times of transmission of test card and programme; this will
apply particularly to East Europe as well as West

TIMEBASE STABILISATION

E299DG/P354 has been placed in series with

-continued from

page 445

resistance rises rapidly, thus tending to keep the
potential tapped off at the potentiometer nearer to
that of the h.t. line and thus keeps the c.r.t. grid
positive with respect to the cathode.
The resulting heavy momentary tube current
rapidly discharges the e.h.t. circuit so that even
before the raster collapses completely the e.h.t.
potential is of no significant value.
The bright spot therefore fails to materialise.
Finally the effect of putting a v.d.r. in series with
a milliameter is graphically shown by the two meter
scales in Fig. 4 where a Mullard v.d.r. -type

(From "Practical Television", July '35)
THE Editorial comment page waxes strong and
stern on the subject of the forthcoming
Radiolympia Exhibition. It seems that no
television apparatus is to be on show, the ban being
imposed because featuring TV would probably

have a deleterious effect on the sale of radio sets.
" It seems a great pity ", says the Editor, "that the
Press, no doubt guided by certain trade interests,
should have been distributing anti- television
propaganda during the past three months ".
None the less the situation is saved because on
the (presumably) later news pages it is announced
that there is, after all, to be a large -scale demonstration of high definition television.
News from abroad: SAFAR, of Milan, starts
regular experimental 240 -line /25 -frame transmissions and a suitable receiver, giving a picture
of 18 x 21cm, costs £40. The French 30 -line

Europe.

0

a

-1mA movement.

It will be noted that the 200V indication requires
little more than 10% of the scale, the remaining
part being wholly devoted to 200 -270V, thus
enabling small deviations from a 240V centre to
produce meter movements that normally could only
be registered on a scale very many times bigger.
However, as v.d.r.s have a tolerance of 20% it
would be necessary to calibrate such a meter
against a standard type to preserve accuracy.
For the amateur constructor nothing could be
simpler to make than this interesting unit, for
are indebted to the Mullard
which we
Laboratories.

u

system is to be changed to 60 lines and within three
months to 90 lines and 180 or 240 lines. First TV
studio equipped at Montreal, for demonstration
purposes.
Snippets : An article describes " Television from
Gramophone Discs ", using the new records " now
on sale ". Sir Oswald Stoll says he is firmly
convinced that television in full colour and stereoscopic relief will be possible; quite correct, but here
we are 30 years later and still not even colour!
Despite the obvious adoption of the c.r.t. for
display an optimistic company announces it has
placed its faith in a mirror drum system.
Nothing- New-Under -the - Sun-Department: How
about this? " A television receiver that can be
carried in the pocket " ! About the size of a pocket
camera, this set was being developed in Birmingham. It used a miniature c.r.t. with a lin.- square
reflector screen which projected pictures 12 times
larger on to a folding screen. We quote:
" The secret of the system is the mechanical part
which enables intense shadows to be projected on
the screen and so reveal a television picture that
would otherwise be invisible
Careful attention
has been given to possible television improvements
such as stereoscopic and colour pictures. The
inventor lzas been developing cathode ray 'tubes
since 1929 ". Who this inventor was we do not
know. The only clue is that he was awarded the Sir
Grey -Wilson prize in 1930 at the International
Exhibition of Inventions. It was, no doubt, all done
by mirrors!
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R72
R73
R74
R75
R76
R77

2.2k

52

2.2k

S2

2

52

390 0,
180 S2
10%, +W * see

text

VR4 IOkS2 wirewound

4-7k S2
2252
33 i2

0.5 S2*
10k S2

¡W

Capacitors:
C69 0.01p.F paper
C70 0.05µF paper
C71 0.5µF paper
C72 I000pF 10% silver mica
C73 0.03µF paper
C74 0.005µF paper
C75 100µF electrolytic I5V
C76 0.1µF paper
C77 0.5µF paper
C78 0.1µF paper
C79 0.17µF paper 350V 5%
C80 0.lp.F paper 750V
C81 8µF electrolytic 150V
C82 100µF electrolytic I5V
C83 0.5µF paper
C84 330pF silver mica 10 %,

100 S2
10k S2

TV

by D. R. Bowman

Part Four Line Time base and E.H.T. Unit
and in parallel with these the e.h.t. transformer
primary. How current divides between the e.h.t.
transformer and the scan coils depends partly on
their relative resistances but much more on their
The e.h.t. transformer
relative inductances.
inductance is nominally 1.5mH and thus the
parallel total inductance is 125µH approximately.
The scan coils thus get very nearly 90% of the
collector current, while the transformer receives
10% -quite sufficient for the needs of the cathode
ray tube and the video amplifying stage when
transformed to the appropriate voltages. The d.c.
resistances of both yoke and transformer are very
small and can be neglected in calculating feed
currents and voltages, although the resistance of the
yoke -and the output transistor- introduces a
small non -linearity into the scan which has to be
corrected.

LINE TIME BASE LIST OF COMPONENTS
Transistors:

Resistors:
R64
R65
R66
R67
R68
R69
R70

OTTIA .7

Transistor

HE design of both line and frame scan
generators is in practice dependent on what is
commercially available by way of the scanning
yoke, since this is a highly specialised component
whose construction is beyond the scope of the
average constructor. Fortunately a suitable yoke
is obtainable from Electronic Components Ltd.
(Elac), 33 The Hale, Tottenham, N.17. This
consists of a finite ring wound with 3751 frame
scan coils and nominally 140µH line scan coils.
With this can be obtained a suitable e.h.t.
transformer and a frame output choke. These
components will also be required and their use will
be described in this article.
The line scan circuit is shown in Fig. 19 and it
will be seen that the output device is a power
transistor arranged as a switching device; in the
collector circuit the line scan coils are connected

T
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Tr15 25301
Tr16 2G382

Trl7 0081

D4
D5
D6

D7
D8
D9

Tr18 2N1908

Diodes:

OA81
OABI
15020

Miscellaneous:
L25 See text

IS411

BY100

0A202

Blocking oscillator transformer (see text),
2- FX1238 cores required -Mullard Ltd.
Driver transformer (see text), 2- FX1239
T6
cores required -Mullard Ltd.
T7
E.H.T. transformer LOP /4188 Elac Ltd.
Scanning coils: Line coils 1401.LH, Frame coils
3752, Elac Ltd.
VI
DY86 Mullard Ltd.
Aluminium sheet, 16 s.w.g. 7 x 4 in. (chassis 'C'),
7 x 4 in. (metal panel "B "). 18 s.w.g. two pieces
24- x 2 in. for heat sinks. PC4-copper clad
laminate 4 x 3,'- in. Polythene sheet, perforated
zinc sheet, transistor mounting clips -2. Quantity of 4BA bolts, nuts, solder tags and washers,
4BA studding, é in. coil former fitted standard
dust core (L25), quantity of 24, 26 and 32 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire (for L25, T5 and T6
windings). z in. length of 34 s.w.g. bare eureka
wire (for R74).
T5

1
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Fig. 19 -The line timebase and associated circuitry. The dots on T5 and T6 windings indicate the start of each winding.
C79 is a close tolerance component and may be made up of 0.15µF and 0.01µF capacitors in parallel.
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Fig. 20-The function switch, 52. This is shown now only
to help illustrate the operation of the line timebase. Full

The output transistor Tr18 is a Texas
Instruments pnp power device capable of switching
up to 20A collector current. Its collector-base
breakdown voltage rating is -130V and its
frequency -handling capacity extends to several
Mc /s. The type is 2N1908 and may be had on
order with a delivery delay of a week or two. As
might be expected, this very high quality transistor
is somewhat expensive, but this need occasion no
alarm, since under normal working should outlast
scores, if not hundreds, of line output vacuum
tubes. However, it is most important that this
transistor should be worked within -if close toits limits as all transistors are readily destroyed by
improper use. The makers do not specify an
absolute maximum voltage rating because exceeding
breakdown voltages does not permanently damage

(c)

+

details of S2 will appear later.

Fig. 21 (right) -Waveforms for the line output stage.
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transistors as long as other maximum ratings are
not exceeded. In particular the instantaneous
current rating is important because if this is
exceeded and the voltage is high the power
dissipation may be very great locally within the
transistor. Suppose while the collector- emitter
voltage were momentarily at 100V the emitter collector current were 20A, this would mean that
2,000V would be produced, which is well above the
transistor rating of 150W maximum. Even though
this lasted for only 1% of the " duty cycle
giving an average dissipation of 20W -the heavy
current produced instantaneously would cause a
large local magnetic field within the transistor; and
this, in a semiconductor material, would be likely
to result in a " pinch " effect, constraining the
current to flow in a very narrow channel. The
result might well be to increase the local dissipation
within the germanium slice to destruction point.

"-

It may be remarked that no experiments have
been carried out on these lines and care has been
taken that ratings are not exceeded. If this article
is followed with care no harm is likely to come to
the transistor, but the constructor must always be
aware of the physical nature of the situation and
will do well to remind himself of the mathematics,
too, if possible. Several pounds per microsecond
is above most people's income!
The design problem included the assessment not
only of the scan coil current required (which is just
over 7A) but also of the flyback characteristics of
the assembly on which depends the power
dissipated both instantaneously and by way of
steady battery supply as well as the peak voltage
developed across the transistor. If a battery of
fixed voltage is connected in series with the scan
coil inductance to the collector circuit nothing
happens until the transistor is switched on by a

To line scan

Tag panel

coils

'A'

Tr18
PC4
Fig. 22 -The complete line timebase unit. This shows how the component parts -the line output transformer, PC4 board,
chassis "C ", etc. -are related when the unit is made up. Note the mounting arrangement of TrIB (see also Fig. 26)
beneath chassis "C" which acts as its heat sink.
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flyback period is just half a cycle of the natural
negative supply of current to the transistor base.
frequency of this circuit. The flyback peak voltage
If this current is large enough the forward
produced depends directly on the speed of flyback
resistance from collector to emitter becomes very
and therefore the value of the capacitor is critical.
fraction of an ohm-and current begins to
low
Too low a value causes a higher peak voltage to be
Because of the
flow in the collector circuit.
developed, while too high a value lengthens the
inductance of the scan coils the current rises
flyback period and some of the picture is lost. In
linearly with time until either the transistor is
order to keep the peak voltage to a safe value it is
switched off -by means of a heavy positive current
in the base circuit-or the transistor is destroyed.
The trick is to switch off in good time! At this
Spot
point the capacitance across the scan coils, together
with their inductance, form a tuned circuit and this
begins to oscillate. At the end of the scan, when
switch -off occurs, there is a very considerable
amount of energy stored in the magnetic field of
the yoke, and as this collapses a reverse current is
driven into the capacitor, charging it up. The
transistor collector now becomes the emitter, since
Tr17
Tr15
Tr16
the polarity of the applied voltage is reversed, and
is not very efficient at this. Consequently a power
Fig. 23 -Base connections of transistors used in the line
diode is connected in parallel with the transistor to
timebase.
pass the reverse current. The end point is reached
when the flyback finishes with the collector positive
and the parallel capaFrom
From Tr18
citor fully charged.
_-C69i
J sync
(collector)
Then current again
it
-, `
begins to flow into
A le7o
the scan coils as
before.

-a

r

¡

If nothing more
were done several
cycles of oscillation
would virtually put ari
end
to
scanning
because
of
losses.
However, if the transistor is switched on
by a further negative
current in the base
circuit the losses are
automatically made up
by the battery and if
this is done regularly
each cycle (by a
driving waveform) the
process repeats indefinitely.
Clearly the
transistor only needs
switching on each
cycle when the reverse
collector
current
reaches zero (from a
positive value) and
begins to go negative
again. The first portion of the scan is then
due to current passing
through the diode
usually about 45% of
scan-and the transistor is switched on to
provide the remaining
55% of the scan.

r

i Fcáá,
1-i
/--- C7F 1 -

r

I

¡,'

c

`
'`j

_

e

R

64

Iw

---

r
:741
L25?g'.'

Tr 17

Heat
sink

74

C88

-

Since the capacitor
in parallel with the
transistor and diode
forms part of the
oscillatory circuit the

73
sec

PC4

+ve toil

1---/JAN
VR4

i

To AI

Xi

To 52a

T7 (LOPT)

Fig. 24--The line timebase printed circuit board, PC4. This is drawn full size with
copper parts shaded. Dotted components are mounted on the underside.
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necessary to sacrifice part of the
picture, since the line blanking
To top cap
period transmitted is too short.
of ENT rectifier
The lost portion is equal to the
width of the black- and -white
border on the test card and may
be neglected. Visible fold -over
does not occur because the fly-75V
back pulse is used to blank the
cathode ray tube and all that is
noticed is that a half -inch of picture disappears. Full scan-even
a little overscan-is, however,
available.
Study of Fig. 21 will reveal
that the collector dissipation is
limited to a very short period of
time, while collector current is
falling to zero and the flyback
+5o0v
voltage is high. The time the
From
collector current takes to fall to
C82
zero (as distinct from the time
To -12.6V
taken for flyback current to flow
via S2
into the
parallel
capacitor)
depends on the rate at which the
base drive can attract " holes "
from the transistor base. To
minimise this time a high frequency transistor is essential.
This is the reason for choosing
the 2N1908 device; there are
transistors whose voltage rating is
higher -much higher-but these
are
usually
relatively
low frequency transistors with a cutTo
off frequency which is measured
line
scan
only in kc /s. It will be seen also
coils
To 07 -ve
that the " economy diode " also
dissipates because of the flyback
and
Fig. 25- Component wiring
connections on panel "A" of the
voltage and the current flowing
transformer, 17.
For this
at the same time.
reason the diode must also
job provided the irregularities do not exceed certain
have a high voltage rating and be capable of passing
limits. This is made use of in the generation of the
a heavy pulse current. The collector -base diode
switching waveform.
of another 2N1908 would, of course, be ideal but
the cost would be prohibitive. Instead a cheap but
The switching waveform can be obtained in a
efficient silicon rectifier diode is needed, Texas
number of ways, among them multivibrators and
Instruments type 1S411, which has a voltage rating
blocking oscillators. The choice of a blocking
of 200V and a pulse current carrying capacity of oscillator for this application was governed by
15A.
practical considerations, chiefly the need for
The base drive switching waveform does not simplification of the conversion needed when the
need to be the precise rectangular wave shown in time came to change to 625-line standards. The
Fig. 21(a). As long as at any moment it is capable largest change likely with this circuit is to replace
one capacitor and even this may not be necessary.
of supplying enough current to the base to sustain
On general grounds it would be expected that a
the collector current required at that same moment
the stage will work satisfactorily. With an output buffer amplifier between oscillator and output
transistor would be necessary. It would be
transistor of minimum current gain (15) the peak
economical to drive the output transistor direct
current of, say, 4A can be ensured with base
from a low-power oscillator stage but, as input and
current of 4/15 or, say, 0.3A. This is the minimum
output characteristics of transistors are by no means
base drive needed at the end of scan. To switch
independent, changes of loading on the output
off the transistor, however, all the stored base
stage (consequent upon the changes in picture
charge has to be extracted in about 4µS and this
may need as much as lA reverse drive at the brightness inseparable from reception of actual
programmes) might be expected to be reflected into
beginning of flyback. Also, since the stored base
the oscillator, causing variation in its operating
charge acts as a kind of tank, base drive pulses of
frequency. This might be correctible if an effective
less than 41íS duration are unlikely to cause the
transistor either to switch on or off (depending on method of automatic frequency control were
incorporated. This latter is in any case necesdiode polarity). Thus it may be seen that a quite
irregular base switching waveform may do the right sary, since it is not possible with available
.
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transistors to effect direct locking with the
transmitted pulse. The reason for this is .the finite
time taken, from the application of a turn -off pulse,
to extract stored holes from the base. Over two or
more transistors this causes sufficient delay to
displace the flyback so that it does not coincide
even roughly with the line -suppression period at
the cathode ray tube.
The buffer amplifier or driver stage (Tr17)
consists of a low -power transistor switched by the
oscillator (Tr16), the transformer in whose collector
circuit is designed to give the correct drive to the
output transistor base. A series resistor of 0.511
(R74) made of a l in. length of No. 34s.w.g. eureka
wire limits the base current, but if a particularly
" low " output transistor is supplied this may be
reduced or omitted. The parallel resistor of 3312
(R73) is introduced to damp the transformer
` ringing " which
takes place on switch -off when
no further current flows into the base -emitter
diode.
The oscillator (Tr16) is a conventional blocking
oscillator but this does not of itself produce the
waveform needed to switch the output transistor
on for 44,uS and off for about 55µS. This is
arranged by including at a convenient point a
parallel -timed LC circuit resonating at about
200kc /s. When the blocking oscillator transistor
(Tr16) is cut off by the feedback pulse from its
collector nothing happens.
When the timing
capacitor C73 discharges and the transistor base

Rear

edge
of
chassis
'C'
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goes negative the oscillator cuts on and a pulse
appears at its collector. This pulse stores energy
in the inductance L25 and L25/C72 then rings at
its own frequency. As it rings the voltage peaks
produced cut the transistor on and off alternately.

Each "on" period is associated with a further
feedback transient; in time these charge up C73 to
transistor cut -off voltage and the " off " period
begins. The action is not unlike that of a squegging
oscillator. The combination continues to ring but
these damped oscillations soon die out, since they
cause no further transients in the feedback circuit.
Eventually the charge on C73 decays through
VR4 /R67 and the process is repeated.
These ringing transients cause spikes on the
generated waveform but even though they get
through the buffer amplifier to the output stage
they do not affect its working, since their width is
considerably less than 4µS.
Adjustment of L25 affords a means of varying
the " on " period of the oscillator between
reasonable limits. The adjustment is not, of
course, a continuous one, since an integral number
of oscillator pulses must occur during the " active "
ringing period of L25 /C1. However, both 405 and
625 line standards can be covered effectively.
Part of the line -sync circuit is included on the
etched circuit board for the line scan generator,
since the flyback pulse is used as a sync gate. Also
the timing LC circuit radiates badly and so
screening is provided which also serves to screen
the main portion of the sync separation circuit from
unwanted pulses. The extra components are
shown in the diagram but properly belong to the
sync circuit. The need for effective screening also
dictates the use, as a panel control, of the d.c.
control of line speed available in the sync circuit.
The variable resistor VR4 is then used only as a
setting up and temperature adjusting control.
Constructional Notes

Earth tag
on rear foot
of T7
Clearance hole

for emitter

!

and base

,'

connections
b

e

Insulated
feed-through
bush

I

i

f

/

Tr16

/

Insulated mica washer

/ between body (collector)
i-.4--,-- and chassis 'C'
/

+
From tag 'g' on
EHE

bolted directly

transformer panel

D7

to chassis'C'

-ve

Panel 'B.

UMW

Fig.

26- Details

For mechanical stability it is probable that it will
be desired to mount all the units on a metal
chassis. If this is done the best heat sink for the
line output transistor is the chassis itself, on which
it may be mounted, using the insulating kit to be

ordered with the transistor. The etched circuit
board (PC4) for the associated components would
then be mounted at a convenient distance above
the chassis, using screwed rod, nuts and washers f 2r
the purpose, while the e.h.t. transformer T7 would
be mounted on the chassis close by, not too far for
the e.h.t. lead to reach the c.r.t. in its desired
position. The whole assembly would then be
covered with a perforated zinc screen secured to
the chassis with nuts and bolts.
Layout is entirely non -critical except that the
connection from Tr18 to D7 (economy diode) and
e.h.t. transformer must be kept as short as possible.
The leads to the scan coils must be of copper braid
or 10A flex as they carry heavy currents and
negligible resistance must be introduced into the
circuit.
Fig. 24 shows a suggested etched circuit board
and Fig. 25 the connections to the e.h.t. transformer.

of the wiring of TrI8 and D7
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Metal Oxide

Transistors

"HI

by

J.

F.

Miles

,.:..

THE conventional bipolar transistor, from the

viewpoint of the signal source or previous
stage, appears as a forward biased diode, and
the output current is controlled by the current
flowing into the input of the device.
The Field Effect Transistor (FET) was developed
about five years ago to remove the disadvantage
of having to supply an input current. The output
is controlled by the field across a p-n junction.
This appears from the source as a reverse biased
diode with very high resistance (10'°1.1) but it has
a leakage current of a few nanoamps which is
exceptionally dependent on temperature.
The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Transistor
(MOST) is a further development of this
principle, in which the controlling field is
developed across a capacitor, (approximately 4pF)
with a parallel resistor of the order of 10 "11
(1M(1) and a leakage current of hundredths of a
picoamp. This is, for almost all practical cases,
an open circuit, hence the device is sometimes
known as the Insulated Gate Field Effect

Transistor (IGFET).

When using the device it is easier to compare it
with a valve than a transistor as the very high
input resistance makes it a voltage controlled
device. Two polarities of device are possible, the
n -most and the p -most, corresponding to n -p-n
and p-n -p transistors. The more common is the
n -most, which requires a positive supply. The
Mullard type 95BFY is an n -most and the principal
parameters of this device are:
rin= 10'=íl, gm= lmA /V, rout = 50kí1, Cin =4pF,

Cout =3pF,

Miller capacitance= 0.7pF.
These figures show its similarity to a pentode.

The maximum voltage between

terminals is,
however, 35V.
The terminals of the MOST and the FET are
known as the drain, source and gate, corresponding
to anode, cathode and grid. A further terminal,
the substrate, is available on the MOST and will
be discussed later.
The phasing of the n -most is as in a valve -that
is a positive gate voltage increment will increase
the drain current. In the MOST the gate voltage
may be positive (the enhancement mode) or
negative (the depletion mode) with respect to the
source and a combination of the two modes may
be used by C -R coupling the input to earth
potential and allowing the signal to swing the gate
positive and negative (Fig. 1).
If lower drain currents are required to obtain
high voltage gain autobias may be used (Fig. 2) or
if high output currents are required (to give the
maximum mutual conductance) a positive bias is
possible (Fig. 3).
The gate voltage required to cut the device off is
or
known as the pinch -off voltage V
GS(p)

(Fig. 4) and is analogous

threshold voltage V
GST

to the cut-off voltage of a pentode.
The obvious application of the device is as an
impedance converter. Fig. 5 shows the source
follower configuration, analogous to the cathode
follower. The magnitude of the gate resistor R
G

is limited only by the requirement of providing a

shunting path for the leakage current, which is a
fraction of a picoamp; a several kilomegohm
resistor may be used if it is available or a more
commonly available value, say 56MS2, may be used
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and boot-strapped to give an input resistance of
1,000M11
(Fig. 5). The output resistance

- -about

SEMICONDUCTORS '85

1

approximates to

1.2kf1 with R

= 10k12.

gm
s
The common source configuration (anode
follower) as in figures 1 to 3 may be used as the
first stage in a transducer amplifier where the high
input resistance is required to prevent loading on
the transducer. It is also useful in a " hybrid "
amplifier, alternating MOSTs with conventional
transistors, when the high input resistance allows
a high collector load to be used in the previous
stage and the full voltage gain of the stage to be
achieved.
When the device is used as an i.f. amplifier the
high input resistance and low input capacitance
prevent loading on the previous tuned circuit.
The frequency response of the stage is determined solely by the terminal capacitance, the
intrinsic cut-off frequency being so high as to be
of academic interest only.
Experiments have
shown the device to be usable as a power amplifier
at 100Mc /s and as an oscillator at several hundred
megacycles.
The noise has been found to be less than that of
a low -noise conventional transistor when used with
a source resistance of several megohms, though
much higher when used with low- source
resistances.

Drain
(anode)

Finally the most interesting applications of the
device are .perhaps the less conventional ones and
two examples will be given.
Although the relationship of I
(I ) and
out
D
V
(V
) has been quoted as a mutual
in

GS

conductance the relationship is not in fact linear
ß

=-(V

(Fig. 4) but an accurate square law I
D

-V

)2

2

GS

where ß is a constant of the device.

OST

If two signals are added and amplified in the device
a square law mixer is obtained which is superior
to other devices in its rejection of unwanted
modulation products.
The availability of the substrate connection has
been mentioned. This acts as a second gate of the
field effect rather than MOST type with the same
phasing as the first gate. If signals are applied
simultaneously to the two gates multiplication
occurs.
A self -oscillating mixer has been made using a
single device and other possible uses of the substrate are variable gain amplifiers, including a.g.c.,
and analogue multipliers as d.c. inputs are
permissible.
From this brief outline of the device it is
evident that when the device becomes available in
quantity at low price experimenters will find it a.'
most intriguing and useful transistor.

Substrate

Gate
(grid)

Source
(cathode)

odi

ID

l: The device circuit
symbol and how it appears in "anode" follower
Fig.

Depletion

configuration.

Enhancement
VGST
Vc,S

Fig. 4 (above): The trans-

fer characteristic curve
of a metal oxide semiconductor transistor.

4
Fig. 2:

The

circuit ar-

rangement to provide
autobias for the device.

Fig. 3: This positive bias
arrangement provides for

high output currents.

5: The MOST arranged in source follower

Fig.

configuration.

+

ve

MEASUREMENT OF

UCIANCE
IT

has been the author's experience to find that
many people regard the measurement of inductance as an impossibility for the home- constructor; as something only to be done with complicated
and expensive apparatus.
This is an entirely false impression. There is no
more difficulty in measuring inductance than there
is in measuring any other sort of impedance, and the
whole business is well within the power of anyone
who has a normal amateur's equipment.
The inductances of coils in general use lie mainly
in the range 1µH to 100H. Resistances which lie in a
similar range (0.1 SI to 10M S2) may be determined
with a simple Wheatstone bridge which can be
constructed to cover such a range.

box, which serves as a screen. A simple and accurate
method of calibration will be described later.
A calibrated wide -range audio frequency oscillator
and a detector of some kind are also necessary. The
former should be part of any amateur's equipment
and almost any sensitive a.f. amplifier will serve as
a detector.

INDUCTANCE AND LOSSES
It has been said that it is quite easy to make a
measurement, but that it is not always a simple
matter to know what we have measured. This is
particularly true in the case of inductance.
A coil may be represented in two ways, either as a

I (left) -Pure inductance (L) in series with
pure resistance (r) and
in parallel with conductance (G).

Fig.

"

Fig. 2

(right)- Measuring

series
(a )

(b)

L and r (a) and
shunt L- and G (b).

An inductance bridge to cover a comparable
range would be a formidably cumbersome and
expensive device, but if we have two overlapping
ranges of inductance, thus:
Range 1 -1µH to 1H
Range 2 -1mH to 100H
we may deal with each range separately, and the
problem is very much simplified. The accuracy of
measurement will depend on the accuracy of the
calibration of the components used in the measuring
devices. Resistors should be of the non -inductive
wirewound card-type (Muirhead) with 0.1% tolerances.
If these are unavailable then surface-type high stability carbon resistors (Welwyn) of 1% tolerance
will serve. An accurately calibrated 1000pF variable
air capacitor is a necessity and may be made up by
mounting a 0.0005µF two-gang tuning capacitor,
with both sections connected in parallel, in a metal

r

(a)

(b)

pure inductance (L) in series with a pure resistance
(r) which represents the losses due to the wire
resistance, eddy -current effects in the core, hysteresis
loss, etc. (Fig. la), or as a pure inductance L' in
parallel with a conductance G, which represents
the losses.
Where r and G are not negligible, L is not the
same as L'; but where losses are small they approach
each other in value, for it is easy to show that
R2.

w2L

This distinction between L and L', r and G

is of
importance in deciding what type of bridge is to be
used.

RANGE I: IµH TO IH
Inductors in the lower part of this range are, for
the most part, either air or powder cored and their

be kept close together, not more than a few

inches apart.

(2) All components should be connected directly
to these points only, for reasons which will
be given.
(3) Only one earth must be used, preferably

losses are comparatively small. They may be conveniently measured on a simple Maxwell bridge.
This bridge may be arranged to measure either
series L and r, or shunt L' and G. (Fig. 2a and b.)
The solutions to these circuits are:

(a)L=C RA, and r =
and (b)

L'=

C R,R, and G

applied at C, for if another earth were applied
at say, the oscillator end of the earthy supply
line, a loop would be formed, which could give
rise to hum and other more insidious troubles.
The reason why (2) is important will be clear if we
consider a bridge wired up as in Fig. 4.
In the arm AB, the impedance of the lead Aa is
common to both R2 and C, and the impedance of the
lead Bb is in series with R3, which is relatively small.
If we redraw the circuit as shown in Fig. 5, the
effect of the two strays RS1, RS2 in the arms AB, BC,
is apparent.
As the bridge is a low- impedance device, the
oscillator should have a cathode follower output, or
the bridge should be fed through a suitable stepdown transformer.
Similarly, the detector should be fed through a
step -up transformer; a 15 f2 output transformer

R,
R,

R,R,

Now in a low-loss coil, G will be small; so R2 will
be small, and the resistance of connecting leads etc.,
may make itself a nuisance. It is therefore more
convenient to measure series values L and r.
At this stage a few comments on the construction
of a.c. bridges are necessary. The circuit of a bridge
suitable for measuring inductances between lµH
and 1mH is given in Fig. 3.
It does not much matter whether the bridge is
made up in a box, mounted on a metal panel or just
screwed down to a breadboard. The really important
points are these:
(1) The four bridge points, A, B, C, and D should

Fig. 3 -This a.c. bridge circuit is suitable for measurements between lµH and lmH.

Fig. 4 -The basic arrangement of the

circuit of Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 -The basic circuit with the addition of the two
"strays" RSI and RS2. (RSI is the unmarked compomua
between A and a.)

www.americanradiohistory.com

would be suitable, although mismatches into and
out of the bridge are of little consequence. The
current in the bridge, most of which flows through
the arms AD and DC, should not be so high as to
cause heating either of the specimen or of Rl.
The supply and detector leads should be screened;
80 S2 television feeder is quite suitable. If the step -up
transformer to the detector is close to the terminals
D and B, the leads from these points to the transformer need not be screened. Stray capacitance
across the specimen or across R3 (when R3 is small,
10(2 or 10052) is not important, however.
Leads to the capacitor C and to R2 may be
screened, but the total capacitance of the screened
leads must be added to the capacitance of C. The
screen of C may be connected to A. (Capacitance
across the supply or detector leads has no effect on
the balance.)

(above)-Arrongement for determining the
unknown inductor L.
Fig. 6

g. J (right)
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bridged network suitable for
measurements
over a
wide range.
T

The bridge shown in Fig. 3 will measure inductances from 1µH to 1mH with fair degree of accuracy.
To extend the range upwards we should have to
increase C (by means of additional fixed capacitors),
or increase the value of the product arms Rl and R3.
It would not be difficult to extend the range to 1H
in this way, although small errors might creep in.
The bridge may be used at any suitable frequency;
2kc /s is ideal for use with headphones, a method
which the author recommends, as the ear is capable
of distinguishing the balance-point by the disappearance of the fundamental, and ignores
harmonics.
A magic eye or similar device would be incapable
of this. (The bridge may be used at frequencies up
to 100kc /s with careful construction. It is independent
of frequency). The variable components are independent of each other, which makes the circuit
very easy to use.
For those who are interested, the mathematical
solution of the circuit is given in Appendix 1.

RANGE

2:

ImH TO I00H

Inductors in the upper part of this range are nearly
always chokes and transformer windings. The
simplest way of measuring inductances of this type
is to put a known alternating voltage across the
unknown inductor and to measure the current
flowing with an a.c. milliammeter, as shown in
Fig. 6, when

E

L

wI
This method is quite suitable for finding whether
a choke is say, 10H or 50H; but it will give no
indication of the presence of shorted turns or
similar faults.
A bridge to cover this range would have unwieldy
components, so another method must be used. The
bridged-T network shown in Fig. 7 is an extremely
flexible circuit, and may be used for measuring
inductances over a wide range, by varying any two
of C, K and R and by varying the frequency of the
applied signal, as the circuit is frequency- sensitive.
An advantage is that one side of the source,
detector and unknown are earthed. This is impossible in a Maxwell bridge measuring self inductance. L and G represent the unknown inductance
and its associated losses. C is a 1000pF variable air
capacitor and K is a fixed capacitor of known
capacitance. (This may be calibrated from C.)
The solution to this circuit is

L=

1

w'(C -F K)

andG =w'CKR

The complete analysis of the circuit is given in
Appendix 2.
R should be a 1M Si or 2M11 non-inductive linear
resistor. It may be necessary to use a lower value
(say 0.1M12) if losses are unduly high. A high degree
of accuracy in the calibration of this component is
unnecessary, as we are not concerned with precise
loss measurements, but only with knowing whether
losses are about normal or unduly high (in which
case R will be very low).
The variable controls are not independent of each
other, as they are in the Maxwell bridge; they have
to be operated simultaneously so that they converge
to a balance. If the waveform of the applied signal
is reasonably sinusoidal the balance point is completely silent; if a poor waveform is applied, harmonics will be clearly audible, as the circuit balances
at one frequency only.

Table
Frequency Kc/s

I

Inductance Range

---

IOOH

-20H

2

20H

5H

3

I0H

4

5H

IO

1H

2.3H

IH
0.2H

For this reason headphones and not a magic eye
should be used as a detector (as already mentioned
in connection with the Maxwell bridge).
Using the values of C and K shown in Fig. 7, the
approximate ranges covered by the network are
given in Table 1.
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Table 2
(C
f. kc/s

I

3

10

30
100
300
1000

-I- K)

w8
4
x
3.6 x

4
3.6
4
3.6
4

x
x
x
x
x

0'

IOOH

10H

1H

0IH

250pF
28pF

0.0025µF
280pF
25pF

0.025µF
0.00281F

0.25µF
0-028µF

---

08
0°
010
013

018
013

----

Table 2 may be found useful for determining the
most convenient operating frequency and component
values (for K can be varied as well as C, if desired).
If the circuit is used at frequencies of 10kc /s and
above a heterodyne detector is used; a suitable
circuit is given in Fig. 8. The heterodyning oscillator ing need not be calibrated; it is only needed to
produce an audible beat note.
The author has used this circuit at frequencies of
10Mc /s and above, although at such frequencies the
accuracy of measurement will easily be impaired by
strays (such as the inductance inherent in the variable
capacitance).
There is little to be said about the construction.
The variables R and C should be close together,
joined by a very short wire. K should be connected
directly to the high potential side of C (the fixed
plates). The screen round C should be taken to the
high potential side of the input, as capacitance
across the supply and detector leads has no effect on
the balance conditions.
The screen round R may be similarly connected,
or earthed. Input and output leads should be
screened. It is advisable, when using the circuit for
the first time, to measure a few inductors of known
properties in order to get the feel of the controls;
thereafter no difficulty should be experienced in
making a measurement. Fig. 9 shows the final
arrangement.

250pF
28pF

000251LF
220pF
25pF

--

--

Oscillator

ImH

IOmH

-

--

0-28t1F
0-025iLF

0.25µF

00028µF

0.028tiF

250pF
28pF

0.0025FLF

280pF
25pF

Detector

Unknown

r

O

Fig. 9 -The circuit arrangement between

circuit oscillator

and detector.

CALIBRATING AN AIR CAPACITOR
Set up a simple de Sauty bridge, as shown in Fig.
10. The arms Rl and R2 are equal; their value is not
important; anything between 10k L2 and 100k11
would be suitable.
Calibration is performed by balancing C against
fixed capacitors of various values S, from about 50pF
to 1000pF (e.g. 50, 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, etc. pF)
and recording the scale reading of C.
Each reading should be made twice, once with the
circuit as shown, and once with Rl and R2 intero
+30oV

=kn.

47kÁ.

o
0001}1F

1O0kn

Output

01yF

o

Input

n
000

220kn

E.450

500
kp

O

1001,4

NNW`-+

Pre -amp

O
TO

Fig. 8 -The

circuit of

a

O

heterodyne

Ost.

heterodyne detector for use with bridges at frequencies of IOkcis and above.
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bridge shown in Fig.

In the Maxwell

12:

1

R,R, = (jwL + r)

+jwC

1

R,
(jwL

+

R,
r)

+

1

=jwLR,+R,r

j(J)CR,

1 + jwCR,
whence R,R, + jwCR,R,R, =
Equating real and complex quantities, we get
R,R, = R,r or r = R,R,

R,
Fig. IO

-A

and jwCR,R,R, = jwLR,; or L

simple de Sauty bridge arrangement.

APPENDIX
changed. The mean of these readings should be
plotted against the values of S. Errors due to the
difference between RI and R2 are thus eliminated.
If the calibrating capacitors S are accurate to within
1% or 2% the resulting smooth curve will be
surprisingly accurate.
It may be found necessary to introduce a small
variable resistor at the point X (1 f1 or 100) to balance
any losses in S, although this is unlikely to be needed.

= CR,R,

2

Fig. 13(a) shows the bridged-T network described
earlier. To solve this, transform the C, K and
(L + G) arms into a mesh, as shown in Figs. 13(a)
and (b); calculate the impedance of the portion from
A to B:
Z,R

Z,

R

-}-

A HETERODYNE DETECTOR
There are few points that need to be explained in
the circuit. The two diodes are provided to prevent
the user being deafened by a very loud signal. The
output transformer can be an intervalve transformer
with the secondary winding used as a primary, stepping down into headphones. A 3:1 or 5:1 would be
suitable.
A pre-amplifier stage is shown, in case the measuring network is being used at very low currents (to
prevent hysteresis loss from being objectionable for
example, or in the event of the initial permeability of
the core of the specimen being measured). The
circuit is quite easy to build and consumes very
little h.t. current.

Fig. I3 -The bridged-T circuit of (a) is solved by transforming it into the network of (b).

At balance this impedance is infinite.

-

-+
jwC jwK
1

APPENDIX

I

In the net shown in Fig. 11 R1R3 =R2R4. Any
bridge circuit can be solved by treating the impedances of the arms in this way after the net has been
transformed into one similar to Fig. 11.

1

1

(
\jwC jwK

1

j
1

L

-}- j

C+K

1+jwLG

jwCK

jw'CKL

(Star)

wLG

w'L(C+ K)-jwLG-1

(mesh)

jw'CKL
Then, at balance, the admittance between A and
B is:
1

Fig.

I I

--A

basic network
of resistors.

Fig.

12- Circuit

of

Maxwell bridge.

a

-

w'L(C + K) jwLG 1
jwLG
j w'CKLR + w'L(C + K)
R

or

jw'CKL

=0
- R-( w'L(C + K) - jwLG -

+

1

Hence the numerator

=

O

1

0

}
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Equating real and complex parts we get
and jw'CKLR =jwLG,
1
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:

w'L(C±K)=
=
or L

1

= w2CKR.
and G
w2(C -I-K)
Additional (or stray) capacitance S, across the
specimen gives:
1

L -

u,2(C

+K+S)

G remains unchanged.
The effect of stray capacitance, S', across R may be
calculated by replacing R and S by the equivalent
series resistance and capacitance p and a, where
R
P

(wS'R)2 +

Whence

anda

=S'

1

r(wS'R)2 +
jl
(wS'R)'

1
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TELEVISION
VALVES AND THEIR HABITS
An up -to- the -minute review of the
modern TV valve, packed with practical advice on typical faults and
troubles and how to remedy them.

L
cu

C

{

K

{

RECORD PLAYER

--

CONVERSION

P

G = w2CKp.
The direct calculation G and L, using R and S, is
exceedingly laborious.

and

How to use the audio section of an
old television set to build a record
player unit, complete with microphone
pre -amplifier.

NEXT MONTH THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
MUTUAL AND SELF -INDUCTANCE BRIDGE.

THE OLYMPIC II

IMPROVING SYNC

Methods of obviating the effect of
interference on time-base circuits,
with particular reference to fringe

-

areas.
continued from page 453

piece
of 18s.w.g. wire, well soldered, and this is the
-12.6V connection also. No component should be
allowed to come close to the e.h.t. winding or
corona discharge is likely; the same applies to the
screening box. When the box is fitted a wise
precaution is to fold in some sheet polythene, not
too tightly, to ensure that corona discharge is
avoided.
Where the -ve lead enters the screening box a
0.5µF capacitor (C77) should be connected by the
shortest path to chassis to assist in minimising
radiation from the line oscillator.

The two tags Al /A2 are connected by

Other Features include:

a

THE MULLARD PICTURE TUBE
Many readers have experienced difficulty in obtaining
this tube (the M36-I IW) originally specified for the
Olympic, and Mullard Limited have asked that it be

pointed out that the M36 -I W is not now available,
except for industrial purposes, but the AW36 -I can
be used as a substitute. This will not affect any of the
circuitry so far published in the present series of
articles, and the slight design alterations necessary will
be incorporated in the relevant sections to be
described later. Retail price for the tube is £14.

MEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCE
THE C.R.T. AND ITS CIRCUITS
DX -TV
SERVICING TV RECEIVERS
OLYMPIC II TV RECEIVER

Practical
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values. There is no need for the seem to be age -proof.
The
usual preliminaries, introductions BBC's " Vintage Years of Hollyand atmosphere. Yet the stories wood " has taken us back to
themselves are often unpredict- Hollywood's boom years with
able. Steptoe, the Coronation films made as far back as 1932
Street cast, Dr. Finlay and-for to 1934 in the Paramount Studio,
that matter, Laurel and Hardy
when stars included Bing Crosby,
all start off their stories with the W. C. Fields, Mae West, Dorothy
goodwill or forebodings of Lamour, Clive Brook, Marlene
viewers. The title music of the Dietrich and the Marx Brothers.
very old Laurel and Hardy film In a few cases smallish part
comedies induced laughs even players have developed into big
before these comics appeared on stars, even retaining their star
the screen and Steptoe's music rank in elderly parts. Though
does the same. We look forward films have progressed a great
to the familiar tune again in the deal technically in the last 30
autumn.
years it was surprising how good

-

both the sound and photography
seemed to be. Lenses have been
improved to cope with the huge
screens and all master tracks
recorded in film studios are on
sprocketted magnetic film on
liminary trailers or publicity tape. 'Yet in many cases the
blurbs
in radio
programme hazards of photographic sound
magazines can induce viewers to track from the original studio
take them for granted apart from recording, re- recording, dubbing
the name values of a few out- and release printing seem to have
standing stars. This, I feel, is been overcome.
one of the reasons for the drop
in popularity of lengthy television
plays. You won't find many of
them in the TAM ratings with The Golden Rose
the availability of alternative
The Montreux Festival with its
programmes from the three networks in Britain. The scripts so Golden Rose awards was again
often lack real meaty stories and the centre of television prohave endings vague and unsatis- gramme competition from all
factory. After staying the course over the world. It was no surthrough an hour or so's meander- prise to me that one of the
ing dialogue the viewer feels Continental television networks
cheated when the rising credit won the first prize. This seems
titles put an end to the evening's to be a trophy which has a world
problem drama. Fortunately the significance, giving an oppor
viewers who detect the dithering s tunity to smaller nations to
Finland
mark.
of dramatic dross can provide make their
their own " curtain " after a very won the Golden Rose with The
few minutes by reaching for the Cold Old Days, a title which in
" off " switch or turning over to the Finnish language sounds
another station. It is also unfor- more like Welsh. This is, I am
tunate that a few of the really told, a delightful fantasy of
good complete television plays castles and fairy -tale characters
aren't even switched on for the which received the unanimousI
vote of the "jury ". Frankly
same reason.
am not surprised that Finland
has won the award-not because
I have seen the film-which was
Vintage Years of Hollywood
The Ad Hoc Drama
Writers of ad hoc dramas for
television have a harder nut to
crack and no amount of pre-

THE DIPOLE
business is always on
SHOW
the move. Fashions and

trends change in the story-lines
of all staged entertainments
whether in the theatre, steam
radio or television.
"Playing
Safe " by repeating ad infinitum
war stories, kitchen -sink epics,
situation comedies, Westerns or
the modernistic unpredictables
all have their days until the
general public tires of them. This
especially applies to full- length
dramas which are not part of a
series.

Title Music
With a TV series, anticipation
of the familiar and predictable
characterisations of the leading
actors provid.s a short cut for
viewers to get down to story

a film and not a telerecordingYou can't keep a good film but because I have recently
down! There are pre -releases, visited the studio at Helsinki and
general releases, re- releases and was very impressed indeed with
reissues of good films in the the organisation and its equipcinema and now they get a new ment. It is with the latter with
lease of life in television. Some which I was mainly concerned
of the television critics of news- and on which in due course I will
Generally
papers take a poor view of these report separately.
old films but in the main they speaking, I find that films made
just ignore them. Nevertheless specially for television are findon
the
favour
great
some of the films retain worth- ing
while entertainment values and Continent, enabling dedicated
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people to stand (or fall) by a
subject to which they are devoted
(without public poll advice), able
to prune (by film editing) or add
(by additional film sequences) as
they think fit.
Poor Man's" VTR

The Audio Fair is an annual
event which appeals to hi -fi
enthusiasts, who turn up in their
thousands in search of the latest
in
turntables,
developments
microphones, pick -ups, stereo
sound and tape recorders. And
as usual there are one or two
items of special interest to
devotees of quality television,
amateur and professional.
Tape recording of sound and
vision has been in use at television studios for some years and
has now become an essential part
of the equipment, operation and
techniques of all but the smallest
television stations. The equip met is complicated and expensive
but over the years it has
decreased in size, improved with
refinements and reduced -slightly
-in cost.
Attempts have been made to
develop really cheap magnetic
television tape machines suitable
for the pockets of the amateur
but few have reached a consistent
and reliable stage. The cost of
VTR
quality
broadcast
a
£20,000,
machine approaches
which is quite a sizeable capital
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expenditure even for large television stations, especially when
two or more VTR equipments
are necessary, plus their spare
parts, all compatible for the
interchange of tapes on different
play-off machines of their own
and other studios. The use of
the helical method of transporting lin. wide magnetic tape
across a single rotating magnetic
video head has been attributed to
the Japanese but has also reached
an acceptable standard of performance in USA, Holland and
elsewhere. Referred to as a
"poor man's VTR " the price
range varies from about £5,000
down to less than £1,000,
depending upon the refinements
such as ability to run forwards or
backwards at slow motion or
variable speeds or even holding
the tape stationary for a stop
frame while the magnetic video
head whizzes round at 50 revolutions a second.

"Regional" Activity
Viewers who live in the four
major ITV areas catered for by
Rediffusion, ATV, Granada and
ABC -TV are familiar with the
programmes of all of these companies -and their trade marks.
The inverted dipole (which
appropriately looks like an
umbrella) heralds the polished
Granada's
from
productions
studios at Manchester and is just

as well known in the South as it
is in Scotland, Northern Ireland

or Lancashire. The individual
styles and tastes of each of the
major companies have resulted in
points of view and presentation
which are varied and refreshing.
The smaller regional companies
are all required by the Independent Television Authority to
originate a proportion of their
own programmes which are
mainly of a local magazine type.
They are rarely seen in other ITV
regions and hardly ever on the
main network excepting as small
news items for the IT News.
Not all regional programmes are
of a parochial type, however.
Anglia, Southern and TWW
videotaped
have occasionally
plays and series which have
managed to find " slots " in the
main network.
One of the difficulties with
many of the regional stations has
been that they have been fed
from the main network-at least
partly -by microwave links in.
one direction only.
Two -way Programme Lines

The Regional Television Companies Association has been in
existence for some years in
dealing with problems of the
member companies. One of its
objectives has been to assist in
the exchange of regional station
Practical
programme items.
difficulties of non -reversible lines
or microwave links are likely to
be overcome shortly when two way facilities are completed by

ITA.
The regional companies have
already had some success in linking up their own special
programmes independent of the
Tyne -Tees
major companies.
bought the TV rights of an
American

television

series,

"Peyton Place ", which was
transmitted by the regionals with
great success. An unexpected
result of this was the recent
reissue by the cinemas in South
Wales and elsewhere of the
original full -length feature film
of the same name which attracted
audiences larger than when it was
first released about five years ago.

fitting out a new "roving eye" outside broadcast unit
at the Corporation's recently opened Kendal Avenue transport base.
BBC technicians
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Servicing

TELEVISION

Iece6vers
No. 115: Ekco 1381, TC383 and

by L. Lowry -Johns

Ferranti T1058 series

ACOMMON fault with these and a large
number of similar receivers is the breakdown

of the video amplifier h.t. to cathode bias loading resistor in this model designated R51 (27kí2).

After a period of use the resistor changes value,
passing more and more current as it falls in value
until it constitutes a virtual short in series with

--

QH.T.

Hr.31

Detector

Vision I.F.

1

R49 across the h.t. line.

In some cases R51 burns out completely, in
others it may remain a virtual short, persistently
blowing fuses and burning the panel. As well as
R51, R49 should also be changed as it always
suffers in some way which may not show up
immediately.

to tuner

39k11

$ 47kÁ

Z47kn
0.001
yF

R34

3.9kfl

yF

18
k11

U60

22
16yF

MR3

R28

0.001

C97
16pF

R45

lko

HMI;

6Bkf

R51

27kí1

55V
R52

Okfl

C24

47pF
R114

10k0

SYnc.
G_HT
C71.61.
0.1NF

from
tuner

LF.

R24

R21

C34

100
k11

300pF

Sound

IF

R61

18Mf1

C

Video amp.
AG.0

A.G.0
R38 470kf1

Fig.

4:

The

circuit for part of the i.f. panel. Shown here are the vision i.f., detector and
video amr.ii;er stages.
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No F.M. Radio
Another fairly common failure is that of R119
(3000) which is in series with the h.t. supply and
is switched out on TV.
The symptoms here are that the sound is perfectly in order on TV but fails as soon as FM is
selected. Check R103, R104 and R105 if R119 is

not at fault.
PY32

The symptoms given in previous articles in this
series concerning this type of valve rectifier apply
to these receivers, including slow warming up,
gassed envelope and internal arcing.
It is not proposed to go into detail of these
symptoms as they have been given so many times
before and the writer has no wish to bore the
reader as well as himself.
Lack of Width

Notwithstanding the above remarks, check the
PY32! If the h.t. is well up, say not much under
190V at Ç124, the PY32 can be assumed in order

and the 30P19 should be checked. Check V17
(30FL1) and the U193 if necessary. R79 should
not be a lot under 4.7kf2. Check R92 in stubborn
cases.
No E.H.T.
If the sound is in order but there is complete
absence of life on the tight side -no line whistle,
no life from the top caps of the, line output valves,
check the resistors associated with the width taps.
These are R81, R83 and R87.
If some whistle is present, check the boost line
voltage and if this is low check C85 (0.15µF) which
is the boost line capacitor. Check valves in all
cases.
Where there is plenty of life on the right side
but no sign of life in the U26, check this one first.
This also applies if there is a blue glow in the
envelope.

Picture Fades and Blurs
If the picture swells and defocuses on bright
scenes, completely fading as the brilliance is
advanced, change the U26.
H.T.2

R32

2.7kn

H.t3''

R0

1.5k0

R46

C53
00pF 25pF

39kR

300PF

F.M.

A.GC.

R47

C51

6Bkr1

80pF
V7

6D2

300
pF

27kß

r--

R53

3.3
C52

10pF

00yF4

Mn
C57

n

1

_.J
A

T1

C

151

30pF

MR4

TV FM

o-

S

150V

R108
100k11

S76

270kn

L__ ti

003

R11

mMt
C84

0.04

From

NF

ust

B

95V

33ok312

'11B

V11A

PL1

130PL1

1F
stage
RVp22>

47,8.

Vol.

AF
C96

0.04
}IF
R67
10

Mn
C41

0.001NF

20r

Sound

k

1Mn

Sound IF.
1H

Fig. 5: The remainder

AG.C.

of the

470kß

R55

if.

_J

R115

2200

Audio Output

panel circuitry -the sound i.f. and audio output.
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Ob03yF
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O
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C2

470pF

.PF

R9

R14
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3OpF

100k4

R11

47k4

OtyF

r4

4714

C7

TV.

R10

33014
51/4

Fig.

OEM

6: The circuit of the tuner unit.

Poor Field (Frame) Sync

If the picture rolls up or down but will not lock
reliably, check the Q3/4 interlace diode and if

necessary the 2µF electrolytic capacitor decoupling
pin 7 of V17 30FL1 (C101).
This capacitor often goes o /c, leading to much
weakened sync pulses. This symptom should not
be confused with erratic loss of hold which is often
due to a faulty V13 30PL13.
If a PCL82 is found in this position it should be
taken out and the correct 30PL13 fitted.
Bottom Compression
The 30PL13 is often responsible for bottom
compression, i.e. gap at the bottom, short legs, etc.
When the valve is not at fault, the 500µF cathode
electrolytic should be checked (C78). Also check
R72 24Oí1.
No or Intermittent Sound
Check VII (30PL1). Tapping this valve will
often temporarily restore sound or cause it to fail.
A PCL83 may be used in this position if a 30PL1
is not available.
If, however, some background is audible it is
likely that the fault is further back. If the picture

is normal and the f.m. radio functions, attention

should be concentrated on the TV sound detector
diode and limiter, and associated circuit.
Distorted TV Sound
Check R53 (3.3Mí2) to MR4 and associated

capacitors.

Picture Absent, Sound in Order
If on advancing the brilliance a normal blank
raster is displayed with little or no modulation,
the sound however remaining normal, it is prudent
to check the video amplifier and the vision detector
diode.
The 6F23 V8 sometimes develops a screen to
grid short. This not only necessitates replacement
of the valve and probably R45 (3.9kí2), but if the
repair ends here vision signals are hardly likely to
be restored. The detector diode MR3 (CG64) will
almost certainly have been damaged by the excess
current flow, although in this circuit it can escape
damage due to the limiting action of R54.
If the video circuit appears to be in order, check
back to the V3 (6F26) and V5 (6F23) staees, the
expected voltages will be found in the Panel A
diagram. About 50V at pin 8 of V3 should not be
considered low.
-continued on page 468
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SEMICONDUCTORS '05
Silicon Rectifier
Replacements
by T. D. Williams

IT

has been my experience that PY32 and PY33
type mains rectifiers in domestic receivers are
very much more prone to failure than the dual
PY82 arrangement which was used successfully for
many years in a large range of receivers. If my
experience is typical their successors, the PY32 and
PY33, suffer not only earlier loss of emission, to
an extent sufficient to stop the line timebase
operating, but also have a very unhappy tendency
to " blow " their cathode connection at the
slightest flash over in the circuit. The endurance
of the two PY82s is understandable since each is
rated to supply 180mA so that a total -under actual
working conditions-of probably well over the
rated 360mA is available to the receiver, whereas
the PY32 is designed to deliver only 325mA and
this is probably a little too near the knuckle to
allow for uneven cathode coating and an over -thin
connection between the cathode pin and the actual
cathode.
With the arrival of the silicon rectifier, which is
a very compact device, it is a reasonably simple
process to make a plug -in replacement for PY32
and PY33 valves which should provide for a far
longer life than the valve rectifier. Additionally, for
the serviceman, it can be a useful test replacement,
particularly as it is mechanically stronger and
more easily carried than a valve the size of a PY32,
which can so easily come to grief in a service bag.
It can be made up on an international octal plug,
but if such is not to hand the plinth of an i.o. valve
having pins 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8 intact will serve equally
Heater chain
AC

To mains
dropper
PY325

CriKnnn

vvw W

T

,

Fig.

I:

A

T

typical PY32 rectifier circuit for

a TV

receiver.

as well and in fact has the advantage of providing

a better grip when inserting and withdrawing the

device. The old valve will need to be broken away
from the base and the cement cleaned out. The old
connecting wires into the pins can be removed
fairly easily with a soldering iron and pliers. Make
certain the holes through the pins are nice and clear
as it makes the insertion of the new wires much
simpler. The silicon rectifier is inserted between
pins 3 and 8, the " a.c. in " lead going to pin 3
and h.t. + side to pin 8. Where the polarity is
not marked on the rectifier it is usual with these
devices for the metal casing to form the d.c. +,
whilst the a.c. connection is formed by the wire

which enters the rectifier through the plastic seaL
A jumper lead should next be inserted between
pins 3 and 5. This is needed to ensure the rectifier
draws its current through both the surge limiter
resistors, one of which is connected to each anode
pin after being fed from a common mains point.
Fig. 1 shows a typical circuit for a PY32. In order
to take up the voltage normally dropped by the
heater of the valve a wire -wound resistor of 10012
10W is fitted between pins 2 and 7. Slip short
lengths of insulated sleeving over the wire ends of
the components before fitting them in place.
In certain cases it has been found a silicon
rectifier tends to supply too high a voltage to the
receiver and in one case, a 14in. HMV portable, it
caused a narrowing of the picture due to the high
h.t. creating an excessive e.h.t. voltage. It is as well
therefore to measure the on load h.t. voltage to
ensure it is not in excess of 200 -220V. In the
event of it being found to be on the high side a
10W wire -wound resistor of suitable value-from
25 to 10052-depending on the voltage to be
dropped should be wired in series with the negative
side of the rectifier. Do this by unsoldering the a.c.
in lead from pin 3 of the valve base and solder in its
place one end of the wire -wound resistor, the other
end being attached neatly to the "a.c. in" lead of
the rectifier.
The general circuit layout showing the modified
circuit with the silicon rectifier is shown in Fig. 2.
A typical silicon rectifier is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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in any case practically all the valves -which are
the components most likely to suffer damage by

65

Mullard's BY100 rectifier is entirely suitable for
this job but any unit rated at 250V 400mA (r.m.s.)
or more will do equally as well and in fact the
writer has successfully made several of these little
gadgets with surplus silicon rectifiers rated at 250V
750mA costing as little as 3s. each. A drawing of
the completed unit is shown in Fig. 4.
Purists might suggest that by replacing a valve
rectifier with a silicon type, h.t. is being supplied
to the receiver much more quickly than would
normally be the case, but this has never been
observed to have a detrimental effect on any set and
loon low
Heater chain

In lieu

heater

PY32

AC

Fig. 2 (above): The
circuit of Fig. I modified to use a silicon

rectifier.

Fig. 3 (right): The
appearance of a typi-

cal silicon rectifier.
Fig. 4 (far right)t The
complete unit built
into an i.o. valve base.
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Raster in Order, No Vision or Sound Signals
This is usually a tuner unit fault and either the

30C1 or the 30L15 could well be at fault. Substitution is the best check. A PCF80 can be tried in
place of the 30C1 and a PCC84 in place of the
30L15, although there will be a difference in

performance.
Adjustment of L8 oscillator coil core is through
the side of the tuner, roughly in line with and at
an angle to the base of the 30C1. Use a very fine
tool and do not use undue pressure as the former
can easily be pushed out of position.
The Tube

The CME1901 tube is a little sensitive to excess
heater current and for a normal life it is essential
that the voltage adjustment should be set correctly
or preferably to a higher setting.
If the average mains input is 230V a setting for
250V would ensure maximum life.

July, 1965

Low tube

premature application of h.t. to them- appear
quite indiscriminately in both metal rectifier and
valve rectifier supplied hi. circuits and therefore
must be capable of dealing quite happily with the
arrival of h.t. before the cathode is fully heated.
In addition to using silicon rectifiers in this
application, sets having the old fin -type metal
rectifiers or contact cooled types also can be
serviced with advantage by the use of silicon
rectifiers. All such old type rectifiers whether fin
or contact cooled are, of course, supplied with a.c.
via a surge limiter resistor which makes the circuit
ideal for the insertion of a silicon rectifier. It is
usually only necessary to wire the silicon type
across the one already in the receiver, and in this
direction it has never been found necessary to wire
in an additional resistor to reduce the h.t. supply
to the set in such circumstances as is occasionally
the case when replacing a PY32 or PY33.
These little devices can be obtained cheaply
from a number of advertisers in this magazine so
it is well worth while to try one in any set that
perhaps doesn't warrant the expense of a new metal
or contact cooled type but might well considerably
improve in performance if its h.t. is raised to the
maker's original ideas on the subject.
If one undertakes any sort of servicing, even if
only as part of a hobby, a small stock of these
extremely compact devices is a must. They prove
very useful when a new line output valve doesn't
cure that narrow picture, for they can be clipped
into the circuit across an existing valve or other
type rectifier without any need to disturb the
wiring or withdraw the existing valve rectifier and
it will quickly be clear whether the line timebase
circuit is being starved of current by a tired
rectifier. Carrying metal or valve rectifiers in the
service kit is a nuisance but a couple of the silicon
type will keep quite well among the small change
in one's pocket and be always there when
required.
emission is shown by the inability to maintain
correct focus and highlights on the brighter parts
of the picture..

Maker's Notes
When the receiver leaves the factory the frame

(field) linearity is correctly set and the range of the
vertical linearity control is sufficient to cover all
necessary adjustments.
If, however, difficulty is experienced and the
control operates near one end of its travel, the

correct setting can be achieved by breaking the
shorting link across R102 or disconnecting one end
of R77.

In extreme cases it may be necessary to carry
out both operations.
Mains Input Lead
The input lead is terminated on the chassis at
a pair of spike terminals which are covered by
sleeves. As the mains are not controlled by the
switch at this point it is essential that these sleeves
are in position before handling a mains connected
chassis.
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The CATHODE
RAY TUBE

and its
CIRCUITS
by J. McCarthy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

419 OF
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-

most applications of c.r.t.s at least one timebase is required. There are two main types
straight line and circular. A straight line timebase is usually a saw -tooth oscillator, of which there
are four common types. A table of these four
types, and their advantages, is given in Table II.
A good time -base must have good linearity. The
effects of good and poor linearity are given in
Fig. 8.

Pentode

tetrode

(b)

TABLE II
Type

Thyratron
Puckle

Millerintegrator
Blocking

of Valves

Linearity

V. Low -20 kc /s
IOc /s
Mc /s
10 c/s -100 kc /s

-I

One
Three
One

Restricted

One

Poor
Excellent
Excellent
except at I.f.
Poor

(a) good linearity
Fig.

Number

Frequency Range

8- Oscilloscope

(b) Poor linearity

traces and waveforms of good (a):
and poor (b) linearity.

Fig. 9 -(a) The thyratron timebase: (b) -the circuit with
a current lineariser added.

It will be seen from the table that each kind of
time -base has its own advantages and disadvantages
when referring to the maximum and minimum
frequency. If a really low frequency is required,
a thyratron circuit is the best. A circuit is given in
Fig. 9 and operates as follows:
The capacitor C is charged up through R at a
rate depending on the values of C and R until the
the striking voltage of the thyratron is reached
this slow charge up of C is the portion AB of the
curve. When the thyratron strikes, the capacitor
rapidly discharges causing a more or less invisible
fly -back BC. The main disadvantages are:
(a) The non-linearity of the curve.
(b) The low maximum frequency.
(a) is due to the fact that a capacitor's charging
curve is exponential. However, this may be
corrected by making the maximum voltage possible
across C (i.e. the h:t. voltage) far greater than the
thyratron's firing voltage (a capacitor's charging
curve is the most linear at the commencement of
the charging action). Alternatively, a current
lineariser may be employed in series with the
whole oscillator, and a pentode valve is a useful
device in this position (see Fig. 9b).
The same effect could be obtained using a neonbulb, and a neon circuit is in fact used in some
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very early television receivers as a frame time -base.
The advantages of thyratron over a neon is that
synchronisation can be applied more readily.
However, now for an explanation of the process
of synchronisation and the reason for its use. This
now will be explained using the thyratron time -base
as its basis, although the explanation applies to
all time -bases. Assume C to be slowly charging and
its voltage to be below the striking voltage of the
thyraton. Now assume that a small positive pulse
is applied to the grid-the discharge will be
initiated. Obviously if a series of positive pulses
is applied to the grid the oscillator will operate at
the frequency of the pulses as long as the natural
frequency of the oscillator is less than the pulse
frequency (see Fig. 10). The effects of sync pulses
on the saw-tooth in (b) is shown in (a)-it may be
seen that the generated frequency becomes that
of the pulses, however, when the frequency of the
sync pulses is less than the natural frequency, the
natural frequency is maintained with an abrupt

July, 1965

charging current. If the sweep is not required to
be very linear, the pentode can be replaced by a
variable resistor. R is then not required.
Another kind of oscillator is the Miller integrator. This has the advantage over the previous circuit of only requiring one valve
pentode. A circuit is given in Fig. 12. Its
operation can be described in two ways.
It can be described as a conventional multi vibrator built around a pentode instead of around
two triodes -the anode and suppressor grid form
one triode, and the screen grid and control grid
the other. The multivibrator of Fig. 13 is shown
as having one grid leak connected to h.t. +. This
is done to make the analogy between the two circuits clearer. Such a multivibrator would still
function as normal, and grid current will prevent
the grid from rising excessively positive. Interaction between the two electron streams distorts
the square wave to saw -tooth.
The alternative description of its function will
now be given: Assume that Cl is charged. It

-a

Sync pulses

r

(a) with sync

r.

(b) without sync

(c) with sync

1 ve

(d) without sync
Fig.

10-Effects

of sync pulses

1

on saw -tooth waveforms

premature discharge at the point of the sync
pulses, as in 10c and 10d.
Next, the Puckle oscillator, Fig. 11. This is
rather more involved as it requires three valves,
however, the circuit functions very well, and in
the following manner:
Cl charges through VI, a pentode valve, therefore Cl charges linearly. At the beginning of the
charge, the anode and the cathode of V2 are at

h.t. potential and its grid is negative. Eventually
V2's cathode becomes sufficiently negative w.r.t.
anode and the valve conducts and its anode potential will decrease, giving what is in effect a
negative pulse on V3's grid via C2. This negative
pulse cuts off V3 and raises its anode potential
V2's grid positively, which will increase V2's
anode current and V2 will discharge Cl. The cycle
will then be repeated.
The frequency depends upon the values of Cl
and R-R. varies the screen potential, and thus the

1-Circuit of the

Puckle timebase.

R7

R

R?

II--

c3/

1r1

C2
Sync
R4

t
"Fig.
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cuts off the anode and increases the screen current.
The current through R1 ceases and the anode
potential becomes that of the h.t.+ line and Cl
again charges. The waveforms present at the
various electrodes are given in Fig. 14. The negative pulses present at the suppressor grid are often
connected to the cathode -ray tube's grid to cut
the tube off during the flyback period. A Miller integrator timebase has one minor disadvantage
of being non -linear at low frequencies-to
linearise, Cl may be split up into two capacitors
in series, the centre -tap of which is earthed by
a 0.5Mí variable resistor.
T.}

F

g. 13 -The conventional

multivibrator circuit.

discharges through RI and R3 at a rate depending
on the values of R3 and Cl. This causes the valve's
anode current to increase and its anode and screen
voltages to decrease. Eventually, saturation (a condition in which the valve is conducting the
maximum current possible, even with a positive
grid) occurs and the screen grid's voltage drops
suddenly because of R2. This negative pulse
passes through C2 to the suppressor grid, which
Anode
voltages

.0/0//).7;07//
16-7.,

Suppressor
voltages

Screen

voltages
Fig. I4 -The waveforms present at three of the electrodes
of the Miller -integrator valve.

In

T

H:Fig.

HT-.

l5 -A typical circuit of a blocking oscillator.

The last time-base to be described which is used
sometimes in TV circuits is the blocking oscillator. The circuit oscillates in the normal manner
because of positive feedback, and grid current
rapidly charges up the capacitor C. Eventually, the
capacitor is sufficiently charged up, and the grid
is so negative that the valve is cut off. The
capacitor now discharges through R, until the
valve can conduct and oscillate again. A saw -tooth
waveform is generated across the capacitor which
can be used in the normal manner. A typical
circuit is given in Fig. 15.
TO

the July

Practical Wireless
this compact Direction Finder for
small craft
PLUS

A Ten -watt Stereo Amplifier

AND

A simple amateur bands receiver, a
valve keying unit, an aerial Q multiplier,
mains power supplies for transistor sets,
and much more.
All for only 2f- On sale NOW
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SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

UNUSUAL FAULT

FRONT END FOR VALVE RECEIVER

German PY82s were purchased from
a retailer for a TV set that used them both in
the h.t. supply.
On insertion, however, they blew the set's h.t.
fuse. After a thorough search for a fault none
could be found until it was noticed that if one of
the old valves was put in a certain valveholder the
set worked but if the old and new valves were
reversed in their holders the fuse would blow
again. So the fault seemed to be in one of the
valveholders and not in the valves.
There was another search of this holder and it
was found that pin 3 of both valveholders was
joined by a wire from one tag in the holder to an
unused tag 7 in the other holder and also to its
tag 3.
Therefore one valveholder had tags 3 and 7
strapped together by a printed circuit but the
other had only tag 3 wired. One old and one new
valve were inspected closely and the following
noted:
British Valve.
German Valve.
Pin 1 Not used.
Pin 1 Not used.
Pin 2 Not used.
Pin 2 Anode.
Pin 3 Cathode.
Pin 3 Cathode.
Pin 4 Heater.
Pin 4 Heater.
Pin 5 Heater.
Pin 5 Heater.
Pin 6 Not used.
Pin 6 Not used.
Pin 7 Not used.
Pin 7 Anode.
Pin 8 Not used.
Pin 8 Not. used.
Pin 9 Anode.
Pin 9 Anode.
It can be seen from this list that on the
insertion of the German valve in this valveholder
pins 3 and 7 would be shorted, leaving a direct
path for a.c. to flow from anode to cathode and on
through both the main electrolytic capacitors.
Of course upon removal of the appropriate
section of the printed circuit board from between
pins 3 and 7 the set operated normally.-F.
WALLACE (Corby, Northamptonshire).

-Could the Olympic II tuner be used as the
SIR,
front end of a conventional valved chassis?

SIR,-Two

-

GREAT LITTLE SET
Recently a friend of mine was demonstra-

SIR,ting the versatility of his " Sobell " transistor
radio and he tuned in to about 15Mc /s on the short
wave band. To my amazement and his delight there
came across, loud and clear, not a " Ham ", but
BBC-1 sound in the form of " Temple Houston ".
The readability and strength were about QRK5 and
QSA6 respectively.
Keeping in mind the fact that we get channel 10
from Finley Moor which broadcasts sound on
196.25Mc/s, I reckon that it's quite a good 16
guineas worth, don't you?
P. L. BALLANTYNE
(Harrogate, Yorkshire).

-

-

L. A. CHAPMAN (Chippenham, Wiltshire).
The Olympic tuner can be used as the " front
end" of any TV. Note that the supply voltage
must be -12V, well smoothed (preferdbly voltageregulated, e.g. by means of a simple zener diode
circuit). Four cycle headlamp batteries in series
will give hundreds of hours of use as the tuner will
work down to 7V.
If batteries are used, however, it will probably
be necessary to fine -tune by variable capacitor, not
electronically as the electronic tuner has not the
same range of tuning. Editor.

-

OLYMPIC COILS
article in the May issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION the winding on T1 is
not very clear and also the L9 coil is not shown.
Are Ti and L9 to be wound clockwise or anticlockwise (looking from the top of the formers).
Also could 18s.w.g. tinned copper wire be used
for L9 as I cannot get the bare copper wire in
18s.w.g.?
I find that the diameter of the bakelíte coils is

SIR, -In the Olympic II

not actually 3 /l0in. but just slightly under, about
,in. Will this make any difference in perform ance?-J. REILLY (Birmingham 25).
It does not matter whether the winding is
clockwise or anticlockwise on any coil unless (as
in T2) there is a mechanical reason why it should
go round one way, when the wire is rather thick,
for example. Adjacent coupled coils should
normally be wound in the same direction.
Regarding the oscillator coil L9, tinned 18s.w.g.
copper wire will do very well.
The bakelite coils are not exactly 0.3inpossibly hin. is a better estimate but the
dimension gives the idea. Editor.

-

LOG PERIODIC AERIALS

-II am
interested in the articles on DX -TV,
SIR,and
wondered if

any of your readers have had
any experience with Log Periodic Aerials as
mentioned in some overseas journals.
The articles have been on using these aerials on
horizontal polarisation, and I should be very
interested to hear if anyone has used this type of
aerial to receive British stations (TV and f.m.
sound) on vertical polarisation.
L. KING (136
Ludwick Way, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire).
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NOTES FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE
OLYMPIC II

-I

have been receiving a large volume of
correspondence from readers, much on the
same subject, and trust that the following information will be of assistance to many of them:
components- resistors, diodes,
small
The
capacitors and several of the transistors -may be
bought quite cheaply from advertisers in Practical
Television. Some firms advertise " bags" of
capacitors and resistors and I took advantage of a
" bargain offer " and found myself the possessor of
about 40 small capacitors of 1,500pF, as well as
some others, for 10s. Careful buying of these
components can lessen the cost considerably.
However, there are some transistors which one
must buy direct from the manufacturer; with the
exception of the line output transistor, which costs
several pounds, these are all quite cheap -shillings
each only.
The scanning components form another expensive item, since they must be according to specification. These will cost several pounds direct from
Mac Ltd.
If pressed at least to hazard a guess my answer
would be " around £60" for everything. Quite
possibly some constructors could do better than
this, nevertheless, especially if they are prepared to
wind their own mains transformer, etch their own
circuits and so on.
One correspondent was rather sad about the
cabinet. Well, so am I; I never was very much
good at carpentry and, to tell the truth, not much
interested in it either! But I did point out that
the cabinet was only one of the many possible ways
the units could be assembled and I hope the reader
concerned may be able to offer a really attractive
design when he has got round to thinking about it.
Maybe he would prefer just to have essential
controls at the front. I fear the assembly 1 have
shown in the article is an " engineer's " and not a
" housewife's ". Still, I know for a fact that many
SIR,

TRADE
NEWS
TV Tubes Give

Better Picture Contrast

IMPROVED picture contrast with no increase in

the price of the tube is the result of a decision
made by Mullard in collaboration with leading set
makers to deepen the tint of the faceplates of their
current range of television picture tubes.
By tinting the glass of the tube faceplate the level
of ambient room or window lighting normally
reflected by the tube is attenuated by the tinted
glass both on its way to the phosphor screen and
after reflection. Such light has therefore less effect
on the picture, with the result that the contrast
ratio is improved.
Radiant screen mono -panel tubes with the deeper
tinted faceplates will be marketed under the
following type numbers: 19ín. A47-14W (previously AW47 -91) and 23ín. A59 -15W (previously
Mullard Ltd., Mullard House,
AW59 -91).
Torrington Place, London, W.C.I.

473

-

readers have their hi -fi in the nude, so to speak
including drainpipes set in concrete in the corner
of the living -room (and often not even painted at
that) to house their loudspeakers. Perhaps to have
shown a bare chassis would have been best!
Another point mentioned in a letter was the fact
that the printed circuit boards cannot be reproduced direct from the pages containing the article
by a photographic method. Actually for one-off
jobs it is easiest to put a resist direct on to
laminate but NOT with a paint brush; ruling pen
and ruling compass can be used very effectively
as long as the resist is not too thick. Practical
Television is, however, ready to supply photostats
of the boards for a nominal sum to readers who
want either a scale " blueprint" or a means of
doing the job photographically.
Finally a word of caution to all intending
constructors-test as you go along, especially in
the timebase stages. When you are aware of the
dangers it may be expensive to switch on hopefully. Switching circuits with inductance loaded
transistors are especially tricky and it is always wise
with them to start with 6V instead of 12V and a
couple of ohms resistance in series with the scan

coils-just in case.
I would like to thank correspondents for t'ie
letters so far received. I shall be glad to advise as
necessary and will always be interested to hear
how constructional projects are progressing. -D. R.
BOWMAN (Henlow, Bedfordshire).
BLACK LEVEL EQUALISATION

The circuit of Fig. 6 in the above article,
published in the March, 1965, issue, should show
a 100kíl resistor connected between the cathode of
the picture tube and h.t. positive. Without this
resistor the manual brightness control will fail to
work correctly.
We are grateful to Mr. G. Naisby, of Co. Durham,
for bringing this omission to our notice. -Editor.
Mini Oscilloscopes

TELEQUIPMENT LIMITED have announced a

small oscilloscope measuring 51 x 6 x 9in. and
weighing only Slbs. A 21in. c.r.t. operated at 600V
provides a bright fine trace, and the green
removable graticule has ten divisions, both horizontally and vertically, each division being 0.5cm.
A moulded rubber light hood is standard.
The direct -coupled Y amplifier has a bandwidth
of 30kc /s ( -3dB) and has a continuously variable
gain control giving a sensitivity range better than
100mV /division.
division
Any input signal of more than
automatically triggers the timebase, thus eliminating
Timebase
/triggering
controls.
the synchronising
speeds can be varied from approximately 100,usec/
division to 100msec /division by a 3- position switch
with a variable control providing continuous overlap
between ranges. If the timebase is switched off, the
undeflected spot will return to screen centre.
The list price is £23 10s., but by arrangement
with the Association for Science Education, schools
or colleges ordering six or more are to be allowed
a 15% discount which will bring the price to below
£20. Telequipment Ltd., 313 Chase Road, South gare, London, N.14.
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NEW

BRAND
CATHODE RAY TUBES
increasing
The rapidly
demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY
99" range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification, but incorporating the very latest
design improvements to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available
MULLARD
MW43/69
MW43/64
MW36¡24

AW43-80
AW36-80
AW36-2I

MW3I/74
MW3I/16

CRM 121
CRM123
CRM 122
CRM124
CRM141

CRM142

MW43/80
MW36/44
MW53,B0
MW53/20
MW43/43

MW4I/

CRM 143
CRM144
CRM 1528
CRM 153
CRM 171

I

CRM172
CRM173
CRM2I I
CRM2I2

AW59-91
AW59-90
AW53-89
A W 53-88
AW53.80
AW 47-91
AW47-90
A W43-89
AW43-88

BRIMAR

CMEI706
CME1901

C14FM

CMEI902
CMEI903
CMEI906
CME2I01
CME2I04

CI4GM
C14HM
C14LM

CI4PM

C17IA
CI74A

CI7AF
CI7BM
C17FM

CI7GM
CI7HM
CI71M
CI7LM

£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£7.15.0

Ins.

FIRST -CLASS RADIO
A

CERTIFICATE

time-YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.O.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.I.E.R.E.
Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio /T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable terms of

Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES_

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(lncorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept.462),

148

HOLBORN

LONDON, E.C.I

720M

7204A
7205A
7401A
7405A
7406A

I7ASP4

I7AYP4
21CJP4

SEI4/70
SE17j70

12

months and are supplied with a full
money back guarantee if you are not
delighted with their performance.
Complete fitting instructions supplied

BBC2

(625 LINE)

TV AERIALS

750IA

7502A
7503A
7504A

760IA
770IA

LAWSON TUBES

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN,
Offices and Enquiries:
2 PEACHFIELD

CLOSE,

MALVERN WELLS,
MALVERN 2100

VALVES!
NEW
Guaranteed Set Tested
24-HOUR SERVICE

1R5, 1S5. 1T4, 3S4, 3V4, DAF93, DF91, DK91,

!

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare

212K
6901 A
7102A
720I A

5/21

C2ITM
C23-7A
C23-TA
C23AG
C23AK

T/V COURSES...

GET

5/2

14KP4
17ARP4

DOUBLE GUARANTEE

816

172K
173K

4,'15G

C21SM

All tubes fully guaranteed for

Carr. and

4/IS

C 17PM

Terms:

C.W.O.
C.O.D.

S C

141 K
171 K

5/3T

C2IHM
C2IKM
C2INM

CI7AA

GEC

Also ENGLISH ELECTRIC

4/14

5/3

C21AA

C175A
C177A

CME17021
CME 1703
CME 1705

£4.I0.0

CI9AH
CI9AK
C21/IA
C2I7A

C14JM

CME2301
CME2302
CME2303
CME2306

EMISCOPE & EMITRON

CI7SM
C19/7A
C19/16A
C19/10AD

Cl2FM

CMEI402

...

AND

direct replacements for the following makes and types

CME141

14' ...
17' ...
19'-21'

12'

as

MAZDA

Mast Mounting Arrays, 9 element 45/ -:
wide spaced high gain. It element 55/ -: 14
element 62/6. Nall Mounting with
('ranked Arm 9 element 80/ -: wide spaced.
high gain, 11 element 67/6: 14 element.
75/-. Chimney Arrays Complete, 9 element 72/-; wide spaced high gain, 11 element 80 / -: 14 element 87/6. Loft Arrays,
7 element 32/6: wide spaced high gain, 11
element, with Tilting Arm. 62/6; 14 element 70/-. All high gain units base
special Multi -rod Reflector. Low loss
co -axial cable 1/6 Per yard. VHF transistor pre -amps from 75/-.

BBC

F.M. AERIALS

ITV

B.B.C. (Band 1). Telescopic loft 21/ -. External

S/D 30/-.

I:GV. (Band 3). 3 Element loft array 25/ -. 5
element 351-. W allmounting. 3 element 35/-. 5
element 45/ -.
Combined B.B.C. /I.T.V.
Loft 1 +3, 41/3 ;1 +5 48/9:
Wall mounting 1 +3 56/3:
1 +5, 63/9: Chimney 1 +3.
63/9: 1 +5, 71/3.
IiF trans75/ (stor pre -amps
froV m

-.

F.M. Band 2), Loft S/D 12/6. "H ". 30/3 element. 52/6. External units available
Co -ax cable 8d. yd., Co -ax plugs, 1/3.
Outlet boxes 4/6. Dlplexer Crossover
Boxes, 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P. 3/6.
Send Od. stamps for illustrated lists.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS ( Dept P.T.)
33 Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey

CRO

2527
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DL92, DL94. SET OF 4, 14/,
DAF96, DF96, DK98, DL96, SET OF 4, 23/6.
1165
EBC41
PCL84
413
8/3
7/9
155
í'L36
3/3 EBF80
8/6
5/9
1T4
1/9 EBF89 5/11
354
PL82
4/3 ECC81
/
519
3V4
PL83 5/11
5/- ECC82
4/6
ECC83
PL84
6AM6
2/6
5/3
813
6167G
ECC84
P132
1/3
8/3
8/6
6K8G
3/3 ECC85
6/- PYlI3
8/6
7/6
PY80
6Q7G
4/3 ECF80
4/9
6V6G
ECF62
/PY81
3/8
5/3
PY82
12K8GT 8/6
ECH35
5/9
4111
20P4
PY83
13/3 ECH42
5/6
7/9
20P5
ECH81
PY800 5111
11/6
6/3
U25
8/30FL1
9/6 ECL80 5/11
30I.15
ECL82
U26
10/3
8/6
7/6
30PL13 10/8
ECL86
U191
8/9/6
35L6GT 8/EF39
11 /3/6 U301
85A2
EF41
519
15/5/9 0801
CL33
8/6 EF80
4/3 UABC80 5/DAC32
7/6 EF85
4/6 UAF42 8/11
DAF91 3/3
EF86
UBC41
6/7/3
DAF96 5/11 EF89
4/3 UBF80 5/6
EF91
DF33
7/6
2/6 UBF89 8/6
DF91
UCC84
EL41
7/1/9
7/11
DF96
EL84
5/11
4/9 UCC85
8/DK32
EY51
8/3
7/6
5/8 UCF80
DK91
4/3 EY86
5/6 UCH42 8/9
DK92
6/9
8/- EZ40
8/6 UCH81
DK98
8/3 EZ80
3/9 UCL82 7/3
DL33
8/9
8/9 EZ81
4/3 UCL83
DL35
6/3
5/- PCC84
5/6 UF41
DL92
5/9
4/3 PCC89
8/6 UF89
7/DL94
5/- PCF80
6/9 UL41
DL96
PCF82
ÚL84
5/9
615/11
DY86
PCF805 9/ÚY41
3/11
6/8
DY87
ÚY85
4/11
7/6 PCL82 6/11
EABC80 5/9 PCL83 8/11 Z77
2/8
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more, postage 6d. per valve extra. Any
parcel insured against damage in transit
6d.

extra.

Office address, no callers.

GERALD
83

BERNARD

OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON, N.I6.
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERThe
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE.
coupon from p. 477 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

PAM 119A
There is no sound or vision. There is no h.t.
voltage to the anode or screen on the EF85 (V3).
The PCL83 sound output and PCL85 vertical osc.
Adams
output valves are getting very hot.

-J.

(Wednesfield, Staffordshire).
This set employs an automatic tuner (see AugustSeptember 1964 issues) with a switched h.t. supply
to the tuner and i.f. stages. It would appear that
either the switch contacts are not closing or R33
(470í1 3W) hits failed.
BUSH TV63

This set was switched off then switched on again
within 30 seconds, now there is no sound or vision.
The heater chain is in order. -E. Fitz (London,
S.E.26).
You will find that the h.t. fuse has failed (the
heater fuse must still be intact) due to an arc -over
in one of the PY82 rectifiers. This often occurs
when the receiver is switched on shortly after being
switched off.
FERGUSON FR20
The trouble is lack of width and a broad line

about lin, wide down each side of the screen. Also,
the faces of the people look very long.-C. Smith
(Sheffield 9).
Lack of width may be caused by low h.t., loss
of emission of the line output valve, or a fault in
the associated circuitry.
The h.t. should be at least 180V. Lower than
this should cause you to suspect the PY32 rectifier.
If this is in order, check the PL36 and also the
1kíl 2W resistor to the screen grid. Replace if
pecessary with a 3 or 5W wirewound component.

H.M.V. 1864
The trouble is poor sound. If I trim the turret
tuner I can get good sound and vision on one
channel only. If I adjust for the best picture on
both channels, I get poor sound. I have changed
the turret tuner valves but this has made no
difference. -G. W. Lopping (Tredegar, Monmouthshire).
It is possible that the set is misaligned in the
i.f. channels. This would give results mentioned
if the tuner were trimmed. Realigning this model
demands the use of test instruments and service
manual fpr the best results. However, some
improvement may be possible by tuning for the
best vision on the affected channel and then carefully adjusting the sound i.f. cores for the strongest
sound.
COSSOR 948

The picture has reduced top and bottom. Voltage
readings on V5 are on the high side, but this is
probably due to R89 being shorted out (it went
0/C about a year ago). -R. Peacock (Islington,
London, Nl).
Your fault is probably due to a low emission
PCL82, V5. Check also its cathode components
R50 and C35.
PYE V210

There is a gap at the sides of the picture and
the bottom. There is stretching at the top. -W. F.
Bennet (Hull, E. Yorkshire).
The two most frequent causes of your trouble
are low h.t. due to a faulty metal h.t. rectifier, and
a decrease in value of the 2.2kí1 screen grid feed
resistor to the PL81 line output valve.
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BUSH TV62

This set, when switched from ITV to BBC -1, has

no sound with the volume control full on and the
tuning pointer at the extreme of its travel, and the
picture is faint. Touching the rod aerial with the
hand improves sound and vision slightly.-F. Breese
(Birmingham 20).
The BBC -1 oscillator coil core requires retuning.
Remove side panel to reveal the holes in the front
of the tuner. Set the fine tuner midway, inspect the
holes to ensure at which the core is presented and
insert a non-metallic tool, setting the core for
maximum sound.
EKCO T205

The vertical hold is very critical. Could you tell
me if the interlace diode is the usual cause of this?
-P. Beatty (Lytham St Annes, Lancashire).
The usual cause of your trouble is a faulty interlace diode type Q 3/4. If a replacement is not
readily available we suggest that you short this
diode out as a quick check.

Th. ° is frequent failure of the PCL83 sound
output valve. Two valves have been used in nine
months. -J. F. Grindley (Oswestry, Shropshire).
We do not suspect a circuit short and the valve
itself is probably the only defect present. Check
the 470ki), bias resistor to pin 7 as this may have
been damaged by excessive current flow.
EKCOVISION TC267/I
First of all there is a good picture, then the line
whistle will slightly alter in pitch and the picture
will become a mass of horizontal lines. The line

hold control has no effect except when turned fully
clockwise, when it produces three multiple pictures
on the screen. -A. E. Card (Glamorgan, South
Wales).
The symptoms you describe are due to a fault
in the line oscillator or discriminator stages. These
are the 6/30L2 and 6D2 valves just outside the
e.h.t. box and we suggest that you try exchanging
them with others of similar type inside the receiver
as a quick check.
FERRANTI T4

FERGUSON 546T

When first switched on the picture is perfect,

but during the first hour, gradual picture shrinkage
takes place at the bottom of the picture until it
reaches approximately 1}in. This can be adjusted
with the height control, but this results in the top
of the picture being stretched very badly. Most of
the components in the frame timebase have been
renewed including the valves.
Evans (North wich, Cheshire).
You should replace C97 0 -01µF if the PCL82 and
the bias components are in order.

-J.

PYE SPIT

There is cramping at the bottom of the screen.
I have changed PCL82 and PL81 valves but this
has made no difference.
On switching on the picture fills the screen, and
the cramping appears after about 15 minutes.
W. W. Gee (Solihull, Warwickshire).
Your symptoms suggest a fault in the cathode
circuit of the PCL82. We suggest that you check
the cathode bias resistor of the output stage, and
also its decoupling capacitor, which is the 2501AF
of the adjacent secondary smoothing block.

-

H.M.Y.

1871

I am unable to hold the line hold. I have
changed the ECC81 and adjusted the two trimmers
in the transformer without success. -A Hunt (Great
Yarmouth).
The EF80 to the right of the ECC81 is the line
reactance valve. This and the EB91 below must
be in good order for reliable line locking. The
0.01µF capacitors across the transformer windings
can also give trouble.
We presume the switch on the line hold control
is functioning correctly.

The picture on this set is very good but the
sound fades away after it has been on for about
five minutes.-J. B. Guy (Southampton).
Since the picture remains the fault must lie in
the sound channel. As it comes on progressively
it is likely that a sound channel valve drops in
emission as its temperature rises. Have the sound
channel valves time-tested for emission and replace
any in which the emission fails.
ULTRA VT917

The Band III failed and after difficulty I
managed to get a weak picture, although the frame
kept slipping, and after adjusting the contrast
control there was a " plop " and the sound
vanished. I can still get BBC and weak ITV but
no sound. The output transformer to the speaker
seems all right.
Could you please tell me how to boost the tube
as this seems to be failing ?-G. Scarborough
(Streatham, S.W.16).
Front your remarks it seems as though the set
now has two faults. The original ITV fault and
now the sound fault. First investigate for the
missing sound. This could be caused by failure
of a valve in the sound channel or by open-circuit
of the speaker transformer primary winding. Check
the wiring from this transformer to the speaker.
Listen for trace of residual hum in the speaker.
If there is no hum, the fault lies before the sound
output valve. Check the feed from the sound
detector to the volume control. Check the sound
channel valves.
The weak ITV should lead to a check of the
ITV aerial, diplexer if used and tuner. Since BBC
is all right, it is likely that the fault lies prior to
the i.f. channel. A defective decoupling capacitor
in the tuner could be responsible.
A tube is boosted by raising its heater voltage
by about 25%. This is not always successful and
may result in burnout of the tube heater. Special
transformers to lift the tube heater voltage are
available.
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FERRANTI T1215

PAGEANT 7P20

I wish to remove the BBC signal from the top
of the screen. I have changed V13 ECL80 also V8
Green (Bolton, LancaEF80 sync separator.
shire).
The picture interference is caused by test pulses
radiated by the authority. They occur during the
frame period. Their display therefore implies a
slow frame retrace. This can be caused by the
design of the frame circuits or by a fault in an
associated component. In your set, the trouble is
sometimes promoted by a fault in the frame
oscillator transformer. Also check the setting of
the frame linearity control and check the negative
feedback components.

When first switched on there are gaps top and
bottom of the picture which take about fifteen
minutes to fill out. I have replaced the field
oscillator /output valve 30PL13 and the line output
valve PL81 without success. -L. F. Doran
(Carlisle).
This is frame timebase trouble. If you are sure
that the associated valve is in order (even a replacement may be out of tolerance), check that the mains
voltage tapping is set to suit the mains in your
area. If this is set above the mains voltage, then
the set will be under -run and the trouble will be
aggravated.
Also check the thermister in the
heater chain and the h.t. rectifier.

-J.

TEST CASE -32
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on

actual practical faults.

The symptom on a Pye 17in, was a very much
over-sized picture with normal sound.
Although the picture was not of the maximum
brightness expected for this type of set, it could
not be termed as " dim". When the brightness
control was turned up, the picture brightened
normally and remained in focus. It did not " blow
up" and disappear as generally occurs when the
e.h.t. rectifier valve or line output valve is of low
emission.
An e.h.t. testmeter was not available, but to
glean some idea of the amount of e.h.t, voltage
present on the tube final anode, the e.h.t, connector was removed and held close to the chassis.
This resulted in a violent discharge of blue light
and when the connector was again applied to the
tube it was noticed that between the earthing clip
and the external conductive coating on the picture
tube there occurred a discharge of very small blue
sparks. This discharge ceased when the tube commenced to take current but it could he promoted
by turning back the brightness control.
What was the most likely cause of this trouble?
See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
answer and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE
(Page 428, last month)

31

On 405 lines the field frequency can be exactly
synchronised to the mains supply.
This gives
synchronous working. Such mains -field timebase
synchronism is impossible on 625 lines, and for
this reason the authority makes no provision for
mains locking. This gives asynchronous working,
as explained in Test Case 24.

However, apart from a high hum level, relatively
poor field lock sometimes occurs on 625 lines
owing to impulsive interference, especially in areas
where traffic and electrical interference is high.
On the 625 -line standard the picture is negative going. This means that the sync pulses are
positive-going, and as impulsive interference is
also positive -going on the video waveform, these
are sometimes mistaken for sync pulses by the
field timebase generator.
Mainly, however, the positive-going interference
pulses tend to push the sync separator stage
harder into grid current than is normal, thereby
charging the grid capacitor to a value higher than
normal. This holds the stage at anode current
cut -off for an abnormally long period. That is,
during the sync pulses. The effect can be
" blocking " of the separator, so that there is no
output from field pulses directly following a heavy
burst of interference. Clearly, then, the field
synchronising is badly affected.
Fortunately, the symptom from this cause is not
widespread for two reasons. One, because impulsive interference is nowhere near so bad on the
u.h.f. channels as it is on the v.h.f. channels (owing
to the higher frequency), and two, because modern
sets incorporate circuits to counter this blocking
effect.
A BBC -2 viewer experiencing field slip due to
interference should endeavour to secure an
improved signal -to-interference ratio by paying
extra special attention to the u.h.f. aerial system.
I

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until JULY 22nd, 1965, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 475.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JULY,, 1965

Publishes on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton Street. London. W.C.2 and pprinted
in England by WATMOTJGHS LIMITED, Idle. Bradford; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & OOTCB
(Aisle) LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year To any part of the World, £1.9.0.
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EDUCATIONAL
PRACTITHE
INCORPORATED
ELEC
IN
RADIO
&
TIONERS
TRONICS (1.P.R.E.) LTD. Membership Conditions book :et 1/-. Samp.e
copy of I.P.R.E. Official Journal 2; -.

post free. Secretary. Dept
more Road, Caversham,
Berks.

C, 32

Kid -

SERVICE SHEETS (75,0001. 4/- each.
Callers welcome. ALWAYS OPEN.

South Street, Oakenshaw, Bradford.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, T.V., 5.000
models, List 1 / -. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.
5

-

SERVICE SHEETS

For all makes of Radio and Television
1925-1965. Prices from Il-.
Free fault -finding guide with all Service
Please send S.A.E.

1

with enquiries.

Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV Books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES
U.H.F. aerials. Bands I. n & III aerials.
I.T.V.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc.
New and second -hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances.
Quotations without obligation.
Coaxial cable. fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonard', Sussex
SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and

Obsolete valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel.:
SHE 6441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station
STATE MODEL No. Radio 2/ -, TV
2 :8. S.A.E. Darwin, 19 George Street.
St. Helens, Lanes.

SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each, plus postage
We have the largest supply of Service Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recorders, etc. in the country (speedy
service).
To obtain the Service Sheet you

require,

please

complete

the

attached coupon:
Name:

BROADFIF.LD, NORTH WRAXHALL,
nr. Chippenbam, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236
OLYMPIC II T /V. S.a.e. for itemised
price list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18A
Rumbold Road. Fulham, S.W.6.
POWER TRANSISTOR BARGAINS.
I.SO12A 60W. 5MC /s, 25/ -; 0C44/45í82
Equiv. 2/; 0A70/79 8d.; BY100 4/6.
S.A.E. for list D. & W. LTD., 220

West Road, Westcllae -on-Sea, Essex.

& R. RADIO & TV
SERVICE

R.

MARKET STREET
BACUP, Lancs.
Telephone:
44

6F13

6K25
6/30L2
ÉBF80
EF9I

20P3

30PLI
PCC84
PCL83
PL83

416
1015151216
415151415141-

PZ30
I OF

I

10P14

DISTRIBUTORS
Old Bond St., London, W,I
To: S.P.

44

Please supply Service Sheets for the

following:
Make:
Model No
Make:
Model No
Make:
Model No

If5121-

6,6

6t-

6U4gt

Il-

EB9I
EBF89

515141716
61-

EF85

EY86
20P4
PL38
PCF80
PL8I
PY8I
U801
I OLD I
20L1

20Pl
30P12
6L18

51316
716
I

5151616
51416

ex TV

as

465

Radio/TV

enclose remittance

(JuI.PT )

CME2IOI
CRM93

CRMI24
CRMI4I, 2, 3, 4
CRM 152, 153
CRMI71, 2, 3

171 K,

41-

All tubes tested

removed,

incl. post.

TV Transistor pre -amps,

Band I,

£3.17.6, post paid.

Model B45, covering any ten channels in Band 4 or 5, L4.5.0, post paid.
State clearly the channel you require.
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í6.I7.6
£4. 2.6
£4.17.6
£S. 2.6
L6.12.6
L6. 7.6
£6. 7.6
L7.12.6

0.12.6

L6.12.6
L5. 2.6
£6. 7.6
L6.12.6
L5. 2.6
L5. 5.0
L6. 7.6
£6.12.6

172K, 173K

7401 A

or more

£7.17.6

MW43 -80
MW53 -20
M W 53 -80
T90I A
I4KP4A, 141K

7204A

5,-

L6. 7.6

CRM2I I, 212
MW6 -2
MW22 -16
MW3I -I6, 74
MW36 -24, 44
MW41 -I
M W 34 -64, 69

61716

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State make and model
No. with all enquiries.
Fireball Tuners, as removed 14/6,
Selected Tuners, 181- post 2/9.
Ekco Line output shrouds, 8f2 and 3.

1

CMEI90I, 1903

q1-

516
616
716

L6.12.6
£7.17.6
L5. 7.6
L6.12.6
£7. 7.0
L7.10.0
L8. 7.6
L5.10.0
£5.10.0
L5. 7.6
L5.17.6

CMEI702, 1703
CME 705

116

61

L6. 7.6

CME 1402

ECL80

St-

L6.12.6
L7.10.0
£7.12.6
L7.17.6
£8.10.0
L5. 5.0

C21 HM, SM, TM

EF80

5/6

L5. 2.6
L5. 7.6
£6. 7.6

21

AW36 -80
AW43 -80
AW43 -88, 43 -89
AW47 -90, 9I
AW53 -80
AW53 -88, 53 -89
A W59 -90, 59 -9 I
C I4BM, FM
CI7BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM

690IA
720IA, 7203A

Post 6d. per valve. Three
post free. Ex. used Equip.

following

Guaranteed Tubes

Unused,

51216

30F5
PL36
PL82
PY83
U301
10P13
20F2
20P5
30P4
PY82

41-

have the

6F1

9BW6

8f -, post 219.
Radio/TV

also require list of Service Sheets
at 116.
(please delete items not applicable)

of
MAIL ORDERS ONLY

20D1
30FLI
PY32

S1-

51
5l-

6F15

Turret Tuners

I

I

A. STRANGE

G.

ECC82

Address:

Guaran-

teed reclaimed valves. Send for full
list to: Dept. MO /T A.1. Radio Components. 14 The Borough, Canterbury, Kent.

HAMILTON

We

AW36-20,

REBUILT TUBES. 12 months guaran-ee. Del:very within 20 mires of
Sheffie.d. G.S. Teletubes, 3 Coniston
Road. Sheffield 8. Tel. 55951. Mari
only.
A.1. POST FREE BARGAINS.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

in Stock now

SETS & COMPONENTS

SERVICE SHEETS

Sheets.

HATES: 5/- per line or part
thereof, average [ive ,tords to line.
minimurn lines. Box No. II- extra.
Advert isenu'nt- most be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager. "Brae Meal Tides i- ion ".
'Bosser House, Soot hampt uu Street,
London W./'.3.

Reading,

July, 1965

Advertisements

Classified

7405A

before despatch
12 months.
CARRIAGE I0í -, via B.R.S. or
I5f- via passenger train. Add 2/6
for Comprehensive Insurance.
TERMS L2 down (plus carriage)
balance El per month.
and guaranteed

for

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
inch
inch
21, 23 inch
All Guaranteed

70£-

12, 14, 15
16, 17, 19

90/110/-

for

12

months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON S.W.II.

BAT 6859

South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

Practical Television Classified

July, 1965

SETS & COMPONENTS
DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.
largest stockists of TV components :n
the U.K. Line Output Transformers,
Frame Output Transformers, DefDctor Coils for most makes. Official
sole suppliers for many set makers.
Same Day Despatch Service. Terms:
C.O.D. or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for

quotes. Day and Night Telephone:
GIPsy Will 6166. 126 Hamili:on Road.
Wrist Norwood.

TUBES -FAMOUS MAKES!
MW43/69, AW43/80, MW36/24, AW43/88.
etc. ALL BRAND NEW & 100% (Top
manufacture.). ALL 06.2.6. Carriage paid.
LISTS. One Year's Guarantee Card.
We do NOT sell rogunned only tubes.

NEW VALVES.

12

months' guarantee!

BYI00, EY51, EY86, PY81, PY80I
, -. 7'PL8I, PCF80, PCL82, 30C1. PC86 -8 ... 9'PY800, BY 100, EBF89, EF89. 72'- doz. mixed
FREE lists of valves, tubes, Transformers
by Murphy, Ekco, Pye, Bush, etc.
Return of post service

BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
New Barnet, Herts.
Tel. BAR 1934

P.

Advertisements

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued) '

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

STOP

U25 TYPES
EMERSON ALL TYPES
FERGUSON 306-308
HMV 1865 -1869

YEARS WRITTEN GUARANTEE.. Brand
new unused and boxed. Complete range o.
RADIO and TELEVISION VALVES Unused guaranteed TV tubes, all types
2

FULLY GUARANTEED
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
NEW FROM STOCK
E

479

available on Interest -Free Terms. Competitive prices. S.A.E. Lists.

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS

40 /-

Dept.

Our Streamline REWIND Service

now 24 hours. A few of the types are
listed below. CO
All at

BUSH TV 79, 92, 115, LOS
COSSOR 950.
DECCA DM35, DM45, DMC/D /21C.
DEFIANT 141, 4109.
ENGLISH ELECTRIC T4I.
GEC BT312, 455.
KB NF70, NV40, OVIO, PVP20, Etc.
MASTERADIO TK7T, TG2IT, TD4.
PAGEANT 7P20.
PYE 300s, etc.
PILOT II7U.
PETO SCOTT 1737, 1611, 738.

PT

Lichfield Road
Aston, Birmingham,
240

is

6

FOR SALE
FINISH
PAINT
The
modern finish for electronics. Can
be brushed o.
sprayed. Blue or
Silver. 26oz tins 3/6 post 6d.; d pint
7/6 post :;9.
pint 15/ -, post 2/9.
Orders over 201- post free. Retailers
supplied. Write for details Amazing
results Re:urn of post service.
FINNIGAN
SPECIALITY
PAINTS
(PT), Mickley Square. Stocksfie!d.
HAMMER

1

PHILCO 1019, 1961, 1030.

Northumberland.

PHILIPS 17TG IOOU, 1768U, etc.
REGENTONE T2IFM, TEN-6 -FM, 143.
RGD 1756, 600, 610, T2f, DEEP 17.
SOBELL 121.
ULTRA 200C, V1161, 2380.

500

TELEVISIONS, not working, from

5/ -. Callers only. 39 Whitehorse
T.V. SPARES fully grtd. Makers'
Lane, E.1. opposite Stepney Green
Parts. Telephone orders sent same VIDOR CN4228.
Station.
day C.O.D. Line O.P. Trans. MUrpny Please send old L.O.P.T. SAE all enquiries.
V240/250. 79/8, V270/280, 89/6, Ekco P. & P. 4/ ,
C.O.D. 6/- extra
T311, 330. 221, 231, 327 series and WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS LTD
METAL RECTIFIERS
Pye VT4 etc., all 82/6. Most types
26 ALL SAINTS ROAD
RECTIFIERS- OONTACT COOLED
stocked. Send S.A.E. for quote. Add
LONDON
W.11
BAY 9071
1411A1252
(FC101) type 250 a 250 mA., 18/8:
4/ -, p.p. Ekco /Ferr Plastic Hsgs, 15, -.
14RA/1283(FC31i see Silicon. 801, 18/-; FC118. 7/8.
KINGS ¡ORPINGTON' LTD. 8 Cray
RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES
Parade, Main Roaa St. Paul's Cray.
HEATH KITS ' can now be seen in Eymss. for 11114 13/8. EMS 17/8; I4A98t 18/8:
Kent, Orpington 30566
10/9: 14A9í 11 /C; RK2 1/ -: 556 15/,
London and purchased on H P. Free 14A156
19/ -; LWIA 19 / - LW7 191-; I4A100 19 / -:
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE- 14A949
FW l'2V, IA Si.; 2A 7/ -; 4A 10 /8; 5A 18 /8.
MENTS LTD., 126 Hamilton Road
SILICON TV 7/8, or with matt. reeutor.coadenaer
'

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts
Telephon_ orders sent same day
Line Output Transformers

West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 6166

IIDLTIWETERB Iron, 82/ -,
stamped envelope for full latest selection an,
i,argain offers io cheap meters, oar radio and transi,'
or ,adios. Under 81 P. & P. dd., over 61. Post

TELEVISION

,

CTMI7,
Any other

make or model supplied
Scan Coils from 55' -.
Some used parts available.

Ekco- Ferranti Shrouds 1S', De -Luxe
17'6 each.
SPECIAL
Exchange Ekco -Ferranti L,O.P.T.s 40' -,
plus Old L.O.P.T.

-

Quantity discounts
Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Post et Pack. 4/-

Free Insurance and

28

TUBES

Unused and Guaranteed
E

14"

MW

36-24

C 14 FM etc.

...

I4- AW 36-_1

CME 1402 etc,...
!7 MW 43-69 CRM 171 etc. ...
17' AW 43-80
CRM 173 etc. ...
17 AW 43-88
CME 17.3 etc....
19' AW 47-v0 CME 1901 etc....
19'" AW 47-91
C 19 AH etc. ,..

s.

17 6

4

17 6

5

17 6

5

17 6

5

17 6

7

2 6

7

2

MW

53-20

MW

53 -80

C.R.T.S., 35 Broomwood Road
ST. PAUL'S CRAY
Orpington 21285

M O Dept.

LEE Green 9713

Tel,

6

etc.... i 12 6
21" CME 2101 CRM 212 etc. .,. 7 126
23" AW 59-91
CME 2301 etc.... 7 17 6
24' MW 61-80 C 24 KM etc. ... 8 17 6
and many other types ALL available
from stock. CARRIAGE 15/ -,
21'

T.C.S.

TlDeway 5394 (Day) RODney 7917 (Night)
CALLERS WELCOME

d'

4

ALTON, 105 Manor Lane
LONDON S.E.12

BROCKLEY T/V LTD.
Brockley Cross
London, S.E.4

ri..

NO

0.0.1).

DURHAM SUPPLIES

Alba 324 etc.. 47'6.

Bush TV53, 79'6:
TV80, 951-, Cossor 930 -9, 52'6.
Ekco
221.231- 284-310 -311, 69'9. Ferranti 69'9,
72'3.
Ferg. 306T -308T, SS'
HMV
1840 -1848, 6216. Murphy 240'250, 70, -.
270.280, 85' -; 310 -350, 70' -; 410.540,
85' -; 659.759, 70' -, Pye VTI7, CWI7,

91 -.

SONIC RADIOS
92

Caledonian Road

LONDON N.I
TERminus 0322

www.americanradiohistory.com

im DURHAM ROAD BRADFORD

YORKSHIRE

VALVE CARTONS wt keen prlc -s.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS. 75a Godwin Street,

Bradford

1.

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED
EY51,
.
EY86. PL81, PCC84, POFSO, PCL82.
PCL83, PY81, R19, 30P19, 025 etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM

SUPPLIERS. 175 Durham
Bradford 8 Yorks.

Road..

SERVICE
SHEETS
purchased
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.
St. Leonards, Sussex.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
su'711us brand new valves and Tran-

sistors,

R.H.S.,
Beverley
House.
Mannville Terrace, Bradford 7.

URGENTLY WANTED, new modern
Valves, Transistors, Radios. Cameras.

Tape Recorders and Tapes, Watches
Toole, any quantity. S. N. Willetts,
New Street, West Bromwich,
16
Staffs. Tel. 2392.
MAG. ISSUES: PT. Oct., Nov Dec
'64. April '65. PW: July. Aug., Sept..
'63 Box No. 40.

WANTED:
CONSTRUCTOR
for
Olympic II TV. Reasonable peyesen:
Box No 41.

Practical Television Classified Advertisements
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PADGETTS RADIO STORES

AERIALS

HAVE

ALL TYPES OF TV /FM
AVAILABLE

11

J. R. R. BAKER
St. Mark's Road, Windsor, Berks hire.

MISCELLANEOUS
PRINTED CIRCUITS
for OLYMPIC 11 'l'EI.E %'ISION. Also for
Practical Electronics V.H.F. Receiver.
Wireless World "Dinsdale" Amplifier.
Mallard 10 watt Stereo Amplifier. Practical
Wireless Transformerless Amplifier. Boards
made from any Printed Circuit Design.

Stamped addressed envelope for details to

J. E. S. ELECTRONICS
Penerai g, LI,ANGEFNI, ANGLESEY

32

North Wales.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home -study School.

Coaching for B'rit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's licence. R.T.. E. B..
P.M.G. certificate, etc. Free Brochure
from British National Radio School.
Russell Street, Reading.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK
I
Now enlarged to seventeen chapters with fault
I

procedure charts and fault symptom photos,
including new chapters on 625 lines. UHF TV
and Transistor

TV

Sets.

3013.

Poet

Practical guide to fault -tracing, adjustment
and repair in wave and transistor radios,
tuners, record players, turntable
and tape recorders. 26 /3 by post.
snitsme

EXCLUSIVE KING BOOSTERS
All of acclaimed series immediately available
TV 405/625 lines. FM radio. 2 sets one aerial
model. New 'KING KARAD'. 10 times boost
MW & LW. No tuning. Exclusive. Transistor -

set reception now possible

in cars etc.. without
signal loss. Kills fading. Cute internal interference. All from:

J.

EVER

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?
That is "Pin -Point T.V. Troubles in 10
minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by

amateur or expert. this amazingly practical
manual shows you bow to find the trouble in
any T.V. circuit FAST!
A sImple cross -Index tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble. handy check
charts then help you a,curately locate
the EXACT trouble spot? You will eliminate hours of nggraval.ion, cut out waste
time, because this new Cuynr system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble In minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 cross -Index pages. Included are 50 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.
YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB-NO NEED TO MEMORISE?
This Pin-Point Book was designed especially for on- the -Job trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the indexed section, locate
the circuits description and check-charts,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.
NO
COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description service methods and trouble
shooting techniques to help you make
faster t.v. repairs.
EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME
BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"
Here is a way to reduce "thinking time".
All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated in black and white -you use
your skill to take It from there?
Don't Ades out any longer. Time wasted
now lodlting tv. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast tv.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when you decide to keep it
(as we are sure you will), pay only 5/- per
week until completed.
The price? Only 39/6 plus postage.

paid.

RADIO & AUDIO SERVICING HANDBOOK

GORDON

YOU

ELECTRONIC DATA HANDBOOK WITH EVERY ORDER
IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

FREE

This book must be able to earn you more
than Its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!
FREE 88 page Oscilloscope book will be
included if you send cash with order.

paper backs

HI -FI AND AUDIO
by A. T. Collins

Modern Designs for the Amateur
Constructor. High Sensitivity Amplifier.
Two -valve Pre-amp and
Equaliser, Mains Gramophone Amplifier, Output Transformers and
Loudspeakers, etc.

SIMPLE RADIO CIRCUITS
by A. T. Collins

Complete 'Build Your Own
Guide. Simple Mains Short
Ware Receiver, Medium Wave
Transistor Receiver, Dual Wave
A

Ltd

Tower House,

1/6

20P4

2/-

2/8

EB91

E138

5/4/6
9d.
5/-

F91

1%-

E1103

EBF80

6F14
6F15

U801
U281

31-

5/5/5/10F1
1/10P13
5/1OP14
5/20D1
2/23L1
5/20P3
4/20P1
4/Bush lin, TV
complete. 21/
10C2

U282

U329

KT36
6V6GT
6B3

PCC84

8/6
8/6
5/515/5/4/-

R18

carriage

10 /-.

6

3%8

ARP12

3/8
5/PY33
8/PY80
3/PY81
3/PL81
4/PL82
3/PL83
3/PL38
3/PY82
3/PCF80
4/Set, BBC Only
,

5/3/-

12AT7

1/6

BP
6U4

4/5/5/-

PCL82
PCL85
PL36

1/6

ÉF50

1Ì8/1/6
Doz. 11/3

Doz.

EF80

6E7
6V6

6K8DOZ.

U25Doz.

ï//91/9
11/9

151_

Untested but

Just the Job for a Scope Tested with
good tube. 55/-; BBC -ITV. All channels,
75/ -. carriage 10/ -. Well packed but sent at
owner's risk.
Spare Tubes. 100 %, 17/ -, carriage 7/6,
PM Speakers, ex. TV sets. All perfect.
Rola, 6 x 4. 3/ -, post 2/ -; six for 20 / -. post
free.

Goodman,

7 x 4, 5/-, post 2/ -: six for 32/-,
post paid.
Phillips, G.E.C., Plessey. Bin. and 51n.
round, 3/ -. post 2/ -.
Reclaimed TV Tubes, Six Months' Guarantee. Mullard MW43/80, 30/ -: Mullard MW
43/69. 30/-; Mazda CRM 172, 30/ -: Mazda
CRM 142, 17/ Carriage 10 / -.
Ex. R.A.F. Battery amp. complete with
two Valves. Key Switch. Transformers etc.
2/-, post 4/8.

,

NYLON - P.T.F.E.
No quantity too small
List on application

To SIM -TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WXIS
West End, Southampton, Hants.

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS

Please send '"T.V. Trouble," for a full seven
aye' free trial. It not delighted I may return the
manual. post paid without farther obligation on
my part. Otherwise I will pay cash or 5/- weekly
until paid.
Tick here If enclosing full price of 41/- (which
includes 1/e postage).
You get free Oscflloecope
Book. Same 7-day money back guarantee. Overseas
customers please send full amount (Including
Ireland).

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.

BRASS, COPPER,

BRONZE

HOWIE STREET, S.W.11
BATtersea 7872
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow.

Name

Please mention

"Practical Television"
when replying to
Advertisements

Address

3s. 6d. each from All Booksellers
or, in case of difficulty, 4s. each by post from
George Newnes

EL91
EL80
ECC82
EY51

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

Rad.

One- valver, etc.

13 Channel Untested complete TV
Sets, 50/ -, carriage 10/ -.
14in. 13 Channel Untested TV sets. 30/-,
carriage 10/ -. Well packed but sent out at
owner's risk.
Special Offer. Brand new rebuilt TV Tubes.
12 months guarantee (not seconds). MW43/89,
83.5.0, MW36/24/44, 37/6, carriage 10 / -.
Single Phase 240 volt 1400 r.p.m.
motor with pulley. 26/ -, less pulley, 241-,
fully guaranteed, ex. washing machine,
Carriage 8/6.
One Sixth H.P. Motor. 240 volts. 15/-,
post 6/9.
VALVE LIST
Ex. equipment. 3 months' guarantee

171n.

TERMS OSL' 5/- PER WEEK?

KING

Devon. Tel. 2304

11:11,1.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Enterprise;' North Boundary Rd.. Brigham,

KEY BOOK

111.1) 'POW N

Li%'ERSEDG E. YORKS
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

AERIALS

BBC I dipole, 18'6; 'H', 38,6; 'X', 35'6;
ITA 3 element, 21,6; 5 el., 29,9; 8 el., 36, -;
Combined I x 5, 3S,-; 'H' x 5, 491; loft I x 5
compact with pole, 36,6; F.M. 2 el., 3116.
BBC
8 el., 33, -; 14 el., 39,6; 20 el.,
Price includes clamps and postage.

35

July, 1965

South-

amptse Street, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES sty

County
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III

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

Each

*
*
*

tube

is

rebuilt with

a

completely

and the correct voltage

new gun assembly
heater.

HERE

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

WHAT YOU

IS

PAY:

Each

breakage.
Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how.
We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

I2in.
I4i n.
I5in.

£5. 0.0

7i n.

£5. 5.0

I9in.

£5.15.0

2lin.

V.

Each

I

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

£4.15.0
£5. 5.0

5.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

-Discount for Trade

-

Old Tubes Purchased

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF

Modify your set to BBC2. 1955 to 1963 models
Manufacturers' tuners, IF panels etc. Send for free lists.
Pye /Ekco UHF conversion kits:
tuner, transistorised IF panel, fittings, circuit etc. 68.10.0, post 316.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,
trans. plug-in types, LABGEAR (Pye) BBC] ITA or BBC2 751PERDIO BBC2 701-, LABGEAR (Pye) MASTHEAD 1051 -, Post free.
C.R.T.s Rebuilt by long est. Nat. Co., New guns guar, 12 months.
Mullard, Mazda, 14 ", 17 ", 64.5.0; Brimar, Emiscope, 64.15.0, 21 ",
66.10.0, 110` 1716 extra, carriage 101-.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new
exact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100 etc., STELLA
8617 to 1007, etc .
...
...
...
... 9216 ALSO L.O.T.e
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25) types
... 42'6
Available for
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types)
.. 4216
EKCO/FERRANTI (U26 //perspex types) ... 64'6 Alba Peto
Scott
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc. 7816; 306, 308 4216 Coaaor
MARCONI VT157, 158, 160, 161 etc.
... 7816 Dacca Pilot
PHILCO 1000, 8716; 1010, 1019 etc.
... 7816 O.E.C. R.O.D.
KB Royal Star PVP20, QVP20
..
... 7816 H.H.
Dyratron
HMV 1840 to 1854, 681 -; 1865 to 1869
... 4216 Ultra Regents.
1870, 1890, 1910, 1020, etc....
...
... 7816 Emerson Ete.
SOBELL TSI7, 346, 4816; other models ... 7216 McMichael
PAM, INVICTA all models ...
...
... 6416
PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc.
6416
Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3l -. C.O.D. 2/6 extra.
Also available for all sets
SCAN COILS. Frame o/p frame osc. transf., width'linearity
coils, sound o :p transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol.,
controls, line osc. transf. resistors, condensers, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,
channel coils, technical replacements service available.
TAPE REC /CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels,
Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular
models, clean, serviceable condition. turrets, transformers, etc.,
ENQUIRIES invited, prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.
625 BBC2.

from

-

covered.

SPECIAL OFFER. Complete

LIVERPOOL

r

LIVER TUBES

-

.

*

*

MANOR SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers: 5896, HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Rd), N. Finchley
N.I2). Open all week incl. Sat., HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Eng.).

AS

MANUFACTURERS

WE

CAN

SUPPLY ANY CATHODE RAY TUBE
THAT HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED.

INFORMATION WILL BE SENT ON
REQUEST TO PRIVATE OR TRADE
INQUIRIES.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
CAMEO BUILDINGS
WEBSTER ROAD
LIVERPOOL 7

LIVER

Sefton Park 3428
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iv

for everything in . .
COMPLETELY

REBUILT,

RE- SCREENED, RE- ALUMINISED

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND

LEAD THE WAY!

Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.
Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

PRICES FROM E4.10.0 EACH

-

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

-

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD

MIDLAND TUBES LTD

RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.I5

477 483

13 UPPER
Tel

THE

OLDHAM ROAD

MANCHESTER

IO

Tel: Collyhurst 4412

Vandyke 4304 5267

REBUILDERS iN THE

LARGEST INDEPENDENT

U.K.

TELEVISION

UNDERSTANDING

By J. R. DAVIES
Deals with the principles of 625 Line reception as fully as
405 Line reception, and explains in detail: the nature of the
television signal; the cathode ray tube; receiver tuner units;
receiver i.f. amplifiers: a.f. and video amplifiers; vertical and
horizontal timebases; deflector coil assemblies; synchronising;
automatic gain and contrast control; power supplies and
receiver aerials. There is also a very comprehensive section
dealing with present -day colour television.

MOST FAVOURABLY REVIEWED THROUGHOUT THE
RADIO PRESS
one of the best hooks that aims to explain television in
.

simple language
R.S.G.B. Bulletin. Also see "Practical
Television
.April 1964.
M O N E Y
B A C K
G U A R A N T E E
.

512

=

To Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale. London, W.9
Please supply your Data Book "Understanding Television".

300

DIAGRAMS

PAGES

37/6

enclose remittance of 39/6.
in good condition, within

I

If returned
will

be

refunded.

X4IIE
D DRESS
(BLOCK CAPITALS)
.4

POSTAGE 2/-

--'4
J
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days, my money

